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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study was to determine students'

atti tudes toward individualized instruction as compared to

their attitudes toward a regular in-class approach.

Two grade nine history classes were randomly selected

to serve as experimental and control groups. The experi

men tal group of 35 s tuden ts was exposed to individuali zed

study for three weeks while the control group containing 25

students worked in class with the regular approach to in

struction. Following the three week instruction period, the

Dubelle Student Preference Report, From B, was administered

as a posttest while Form A of the Dubelle Student Preference

Report was administered as a delayed posttest after four

weeks had elapsed.

The data from both the posttest and delayed posttest

subjected to chi square analysis which revealed that

there were no significant differences in student attitudes

between the individualized study group and the regular in

class group. The data indicated, however, that while there

was a preference for regular in-class instruction expressed

by the majority of students from both groups, the exposure

to the individualized study approach did not cause a negative

reaction toward individualized study. Indeed, there was an

indication that individualized study students had a more posi

tive attitude toward it than students exposed to regular in

class instruction.
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CHAPTER I

In troduction

Investigations into the state of education in Canada

have shown that methods of instruction have remained un

changed and have become obsolete and inadequate. Warren

(1973), Brown (1968), Rogers (1969), and Humphreys (1969)

argue that because of the explosion of knowledge, the

memorization of facts does little to prepare students for

a world which will demand increasingly imaginative solu

tions to problems. They suggest that the basic intent of

education is to teach the individual to learn how to learn,

how to adapt to change, and to teach them how to make wise

decisions. Bloom states that, "Our present curriculum is

obsolete because it was evolved for conditions and purposes

of a world which no longer exists." (Brown, 1968, p . 47)

While most educators agree that the method of instruc

tion has become obsolete and that changes are necessary so

that schools may provide students with the opportunity to

learn to live in an increasingly changing environment,

investigations show that this challenge has not been met

adequately. Indeed, investigations into the state of educa

tion in Canada have shown that little change has resulted

in any area of education. Stevenson (1973) observed that



there has been dissatisfaction regarding education in Canada

in the last ten years but these complaints have not offered

much in the way of suggestions for change. Katz (1973)

argued that the s t r u c t u r e of education was fixed by 1880 and

few changes have resulted since that time. Paton (1973,

p , 49) reiterated this opinion in his statement that "curri

culum reform in Canada remains in a constructive strait

jacket imposed by traditional concepts."

Other investigations specifically dealing with instruc

tional method have revealed that innovation in this area is

practically nonexistant. Byrne (1969, p. 17) in a report to

the conference on Canadian Studies suggested that, "We have

based teaching practice on what might be termed the infor

mation storage and retrieval theory. This theory views

the learner as a passive vessel for the storage of facts ."

This system, he argued, is totally unacceptable.

Similarly, Downey (1963, p. 107) perceived inefficien

cies in educational method. He protested that our educa

tional system is designed to transmit specific, traditional

values and specific knowledge of facts and that the learner

is being deprived of the most valuable of all educational

experiences - the opportunity of sel f-inquiry and discovery.

Indeed, Downey argued that "the natural inquisi tiveness of

the human mind is often killed through unfortunate learning

experiences that often happen in some of our schools ."



Beginning in 1965 , A. B . Hodgetts (1968) directed a

two-year investigation into the teaching of civic education

in Canadian history , social studies, and civics classes in

the elementary and secondary schools throughout Canada .

One conclusion of this study indicated that civic education

in Canada was in a deplorable condition and that students

were developing very poor attitudes toward all subjects

dealing with it. A large portion of this problem , Hodgetts

concluded, was related to the teaching methods most com

monly in use - the lecture method and the assignment method .

The lecture method was a teacher-directed recitation of

facts taken directly from the textbook; and the assignment

method was the plan of assigning a few pages of the textbook

to study at home, and spending class time in questioning

pupils to find out what they remembered.

As a result of the Hodgetts study (1968), The Canada

Studies Foundation was organized in an attempt to improve

the Canadian studies program throughout Canada . Unfortun

ately, however, there appeared to have been few changes in

any of these programs except , perhaps, in schools that had

been directly involved in Canada Study projects . ~~arren

(1973, p , 115) sent a questionnaire to superintendents of

the school boards throughout Newfoundland and ascertained

that while there were examples of new instructional

approaches, "there is li ttle doubt that I teaching by telling I



remains the basic technique used in many of the province's

high schools. Teaching is still seen primarily as the

process through which the 'big jug' fills the little ones?"

In 1967, a prominent British newspaper, The Observer,

gathered opinions of secondary school children regarding

the kind of school they liked. An overwhelming response

by these students was that they found the pattern of passive

listening to the teacher quite unsatisfactory (Behr, 1971).

Rogers (1969), a veteran psychologist, criticized the

present school system on the basis that it operates against

all proven principles of learning. He argued that the pre

sen t system assumes that:

1. The student cannot be trusted to pursue his

scientific and professional learning.

2. Ability to pass examinations is the best criterion

for student selection and for judging professional promise.

3. Evaluation is education; education is evaluation.

4. Presentation equals learning - what is presented

in the lecture is what the student learns.

5. Knowledge is the accumulation of brick upon brick

of content information.

6. Students are best regarded as manipulatable objects

not as persons.

Diametrically opposed to these assumptions are the

current principles of learning. Bossing (1952) argued that



the persisting educational trend was toward the progressive

philosophy of education and the Gestalt theory of learning.

These schools of psychological thought stressed that learn

ing must be accomplished by the individual for himself and

that it takes place best when the student perceives a pro

blem, works at this problem, and has successful results.

Hilgard (1956) supported Bossing in his analysis of learn

ing theories. He concluded that while there was no set

theory of learning, there were fourteen points on which

all learning theorists agreed. The present system of

education as perceived by Stevenson, Katz, Byrne, Downey,

Hodgetts and Warren appeared to be quite inadequate when

considered in reference to these points. The present

system does not trust students to learn, but the current

principles of learning say that human beings have a natural

desire to learn. This natural desire is called forth when

the subject matter is relevant for the students' purposes,

when external threats are at a minimum, and when self-

cri ticism and self-evaluation are basic, and evaluation by

others is of secondary importance. In spite of this stu

dents are forced to learn material which appears to have no

relevance for them; they are expected to learn material and

demonstrate that they know it by writing an examination.

They are threatened that if they do not pass this examina

tion, they may have to repeat - the same grade the following



year. In addition our present system seems to equate

learning wi th the presentation of facts and the accumu-

lation of knowledge. Yet, research indicated that

significant learning is acquired through "doing" and that

the most useful learning in a changing world, such

ours, is the learning of the "process of learning" rather

than the accumulation of facts.

According to the supporters of individualized instruc-

tion, it is compatible with modern theories of learning.

Gagn~ (1967, p , 29) stated that "modern learning theorists

(and it is difficult to think of an exception) consider

learning to be a change that takes place inside the

learner." An implication of this theory is that learning

can, and often does, take place in the absence of a teacher.

Indeed, Gagne (1970) argued persuasively for individualiza-

tion. He commented,

I f one is concerned about how to make learning
efficient, the focus of emphasis must be the
studen t .. " The site of learning is not in a group
nor is it in a relationship between instructor
and student. The site of learning is the individ
ual's central nervous system. For this fundamental
and unarguable reason learning is individuaL ...
Modern studies of learning suggested the clear
implication that some idiosyncratic processing of
information is done by the learner. This provides
a fundamental process, and s toronqLy suggests that
individualized instruction represents the route of
efficient learning. (p. 26)

Brown (196 8, p. 35) argued that "education needs room

and independent study permits the kind of expansion that

is needed and desirable. It is a brand of education for



the life of our time."

DenPY (1967) con tended that few educators would

likely quarrel with the argument that"

As a learner is encouraged to be self-directed,
he be come s involved in the purposes of his study
and work. He grows more aware of the value of his
learning and how it makes a difference in his day
to day living ...• If, when they are on their own,
tomorrow 's citizens are to keep themselves know
ledgeable and informed so that they may continue
to be effective citizens of their world, they must
begin to learn self-direction now. (p. 237)

He suggested that, since most educators agree with this

argument, they must also agree that individualized instruc-

tion is the next logical step and that it should be one of

the priori ties of any educational system.

The arguments of proponents of individualized instruc-

tion regarding its compatibility with modern learning

theories can be summarized as follows:

1. It provides an opportuni ty to meet the needs of

individual students and provides practice in setting

realistiC goals.

2. It provides satisfaction and increased enthusiasm

due to we freedom of choice which is inherent in individ-

ualized instruction. This freedom of choice allows the

learner to engage in learning meaningful materials and

meaningfUl tasks which provides for intrinsic motivation

which is preferable to learning under extrinsic motivation.

3. r"t provides independence, self-discipline, and

self-rel.iance, which are necessary attributes to successful



living.

4. It provides for active participation by a learner,

which is preferable to passive reception. Also, this

helps students to develop thought processes.

5. It develops skills needed for further learning

and arouses interest to do so.

The goal of social studies in Canada is to "help stu

dents gain the necessary skills of democratic citizenship"

(Hodgetts, 1968, p. 67). The Program of Studies (1978)

for Newfoundland Schools indicated that the general objec

tives of social studies are to " ... help students make

informed decisions as adults in matters affecting them

selves in their social relations and in the political and

economic affairs of their community, country and world"

(p. 64). Supporters of individualized instruction argued

that it provides students with skills for successful liv

ing, and therefore, it appeared that the implementation of

individualized study would direct social studies instruc

tion in Canada toward the attainment of the proposed

objectives.

Heretofore, the discussion has established a need for

a different approach to social studies and has provided a

theoretical basis for choosing individualized instruction

as one possible al ternative. In order to get a practical

view regarding individualized instruction, the writer

reviewed the extensive work of Alexander and Hines (1967).



They presented the results of an investigation of inde-

pendent study (a form of individualized instruction) in

the United States. They compiled a list of 317 secondary

schools in the forty-eight continental States which were

reported by state departments of education and other

sources to have independent study programs. Based on the

information obtained from the total study, Alexander and

Hines (1967) presented the following conclusions about

independent study in today I s secondary schools:

1. There is widespread interest in independent
study by reports in the literature, by the programs
at professional meetings and b y correspondence the
authors have received, but only a small number of
schools are making appreciable use of independent
study as we have defined it. We estimate between
one and two percent .

2. Many of these articles advocate that independent
study should reach almost all students but most inde
pendent programs are directed toward the above aver
age s t uden t.

3. Theoretically independent study should be just
as feasible with the junior high school student as
with the senior high school student, but most of the
students participating in such programs are eleventh
or twelfth graders.

4. Some teachers and some students feel that the
selection of students for independent study should
be even more rigorous than at present but few inde
pendent study programs are directed toward the slower
student and have helped to meet personal, social, and
economic needs of such students and have reduced drop
out rates.

5. Some schools would limit independen t study to the
so-called academic areas - mathematics, sciences,
language arts, and social studies - but independent
study is being used in practically all curriculum
areas in other schools.
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6. Most schools have tended to neglect systematic
evaluation of rese arch on independent study but
few schools have pioneered some effective ways of
evaluating their programs.

7. Overwhelmingly, those with experience in inde
pendent study favor it and feel that it should be
expanded. School administrators are almost unani
mous in their support.

8. Problems do exist, especially in terms of space,
teacher and student schedules, financial support,
atti tudes of nonparticipating teachers, and teacher
preparation for directing independent study.
(p. 158-159)

In view of the indicated ine fficiencies in the social

studies programs (particularly in reference to the teach-

ing methods employed in Newfoundland), the support given

to individualized instruction by learning theorists, and

the findings and reconunendations of Alexander and Hines

(1967), the researcher concluded that individualized

instruction might provide one approach to improving the

existing social studies program in Newfoundland. However,

before any instructional method can be accepted as viable,

it must be supported by appropriate data. Many studies

have been conducted compar.i.nq independent study and the

regular in-class approach in respect to student achieve-

ment and the conclusions are generally posi tive. Reviewers

of the research on independent study, such as McKeachie

(1963), Melnick (1969) and Newton (1972), argued that dis-

crepancies exist in the studies comparing these two teach":'

ing methods regarding achievement because they deal with

different areas of learning, for example, independent
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study emphasizes the process of learning while the regular

in-class approach stresses acquisition of knowledge of

facts . They argued that the primary difference in the

two methods is in student attitudes toward them and since

this area is not well researched, they recommended that

any comparison studies should deal with attitude rather

than achievement. Consequently, the writer instituted

an independent study program and conducted a study com

paring student attitudes toward individualized and regular

in-class instruction .

Statement of the Problem

The purpose of this study was to determine students I

attitudes toward individualized instruction as compared

to their attitudes toward regular in-class instruction.

The following research questions were specifically

addressed:

1. Is there a significant difference in attitudes

between students taught through an individualized study

approach and those taught through regular in-class instruc

tion among grade nine students?

2. After a four week period is there a significant

difference in attitudes between students taught through

an individualized study approach and those taught through

regular in-class instruction among grade nine students?
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Description of the Main Terms

The following terms are used in the following context

in this study.

Regular In-Class Approach. The focus of teaching and

learning is the prescribed textbook. Every activi ty which

takes place wi thin the classroom is centered around the

textbook from which the teacher lectures; the major emphasis

is on knowing the body of knowledge contained in the text

book. Objectives for instruction are basically descriptions

of units wi thin the text. The lecture method of presenta

tion of information is the major form of teaching. Students

engage in writing answers to selected questions and at com

pletion of each unit there are pen and paper achievement

tests.

Individualized Study Approach. Individualized study

involves students in actively learning a body of content

in a grade IX social studies unit. The format for this in

dividualized study program is 20 percent large group instruc

tion, wherein the teacher presents general objectives,

explanations, and discussion of concepts to be learned; 20

percent small group instruction, wherein the teacher is a

consultant and resource person who meets with small groups

of students to go more deeply into discussion and explana

tion of points of difficulty that a student happens to be

experiencing in relation to his attainment of the objectives;

and 60 percent individuali zed study where the student's
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learning activities are dependent on his own choice and are

free from constant supervision. The resources for the

individualized study - reading materials, slides, tapes,

film strips and any other available resources - are pro-

vided in advance and arranged for easy utilization by all

students. The teacher, having provided the resources,

a resource person or a guide from whom the students

be steered toward the learning resources. Also, he ensures

that acceptable behavior is maintained in the work areas .

Atti tude. The concept of attitude that was found most

appropriate for this study is defined as follows:

An attitude is the individual's organi zation of
psychological processes, as in ferred from his behav
iour, with respect to some aspect of the world which
he distinguishes from other aspects. It represents
the residue of his previous experience with which he
approaches any subsequent situation including that
aspect and, together with the contemporary influences
in such a situation, determines his behaviour in it.
Atti tudes are enduring in the sense that such residues
are carried over to new situations, but they change in
so far as new residues are acquired through experience
in new situations (Newcomb, 1970, p. 22).



CHAPTER II

Review of Related Literature

Introduction

The purpose of this chapter was to trace the history

of the individualized instructional approach, to analyze

the research that has. been done in this area of instruction

in order to assess its viability in actual practice, and to

ascertain the properties of a good individualized instruc

tional approach in order to develop a workable program.

The individualized instructional approach, as defined

in this study, is a modified form of independent study.

The approach cannot be called independent study because of

the limited time and minimum number of teachers involved.

This modification was necessary since most educators recom

mended that independent study should be implemented slowly

and over a longer period of time to avoid confusion and to

allow administrators, parents, teachers and students an

opportunity to familiarize themselves with this particular

approach to instruction. Also, independent study requires

some radical changes in the educational organization of the

school and these changes can be di fficul t to implement.

Consequently, this study was designed to gradually implement

independent study, to assess its viability and to provide
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information for the appropriate authorities to enable them

to evaluate the program.

Since the individualized instructional approach, dis

·c u s s e d herein, is a modified independent study approach,

the literature that was reviewed dealt with this particular

area of instruction. While much concern has been given to

the use of individualized instruction, the literature related

to it was inconclusive. Some studies indicated that individ

ualized instruction led to higher achievement and improved

atti tudes. Other studies indicated that there were no dif

ferences between individualized study and the regular in

class approach and still others concluded that individual

ized instruction was inferior and that it led to lower

achievement and negative attitudes.

McKeachie (1963) concluded that the results of research

the effectiveness of independent study (the individual

ized instructional approach) were not encouraging. He

indicated that some studies showed positive indications,

while others were negative. He argued that the variety of

findings resulted from different organization of the indiv

idualized instructional programs and suggested that more

research should be done strictly controlling the individual

ized learning experience and testing such intangible changes

as motivation and resourcefulness.
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Baskin (1960) reported on sixteen independent study

research reports. The conclusions reached were as follows:

Almost wi thout exception, the customary academic
examinations showed that students in the independent
study experiments learned at least as much as the
students who had regular class work. Rarely were
there statistically significant differences in the
performance of the experimental and control groups
on regular or special examinations. (p. 5)

Melnick (1969) conducted a review of the research lit-

erature pertaining to independents tudy. He found research

that supported the following five differing conclusions:

1. Independent study is superior to traditional
methods in terms of learning efficiency.
2 . Independent study is inferior to traditional
methods in terms of learning efficiency .
3. There is no difference between independent study
and traditional methods in terms of learning efficiency.
4. One advantage of independent study is that students
appreciate the course more or are better motivated for
further work.
5 . Personality differences among students are related
to success with independent study methods. (p . 6)

Melnick suggested that the discrepant findings were the

result of differences in the method, the sample, and in the

way that independent study was defined and organized. He

recommended that more meaningful results would be obtained

from studies of programs designed for specific school sub-

jects, based on well defined independent study programs and

evaluated on the basis of changes in student attitude and

motivation.

Harley (1972) surveyed the published professional

li terature in the field of independent study in secondary

schools in the United States. The specific purpose of the
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survey was to ascertain if the sources in the literature

were explicit and complete in their reports of independent

study, if there was a generally accepted defini tion of

independent study, and if the sources could serve as models

in designing independent study programs. The results indi

cated that descriptions of independent study programs were

inexplici t and incomplete, they lacked a generally agreed

defini tion and generally provided unsatisfactory models

for implementing independent study programs in secondary

schools.

In view of the inconclusiveness of the research as

indicated above and because of the limited work conducted

in the area of individualized study in high school social

studies, the writer deemed it necessary to study programs

from other levels and in other subject areas as well. While

it was recognized that there might be essential differences

between the various levels and differing subject areas, it

was believed that the greater volume of related evidence

would provide a better basis upon which to assess' the via

bility of the individualized instructional approach and to

ascertain the attributes which constitute a successful pro-

gram.

Historical Background

Brown (196 8) and Helnick (1969) sketched the history

of independent study and they clearly indicated where the
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technique developed and advanced. The first, and most

significant program of independent study was the tutorial

system which originated at Oxford Uni versi ty in England.

The earliest reference to this system, contained in Sir

Charles Mallet's A History of the University of Oxford,

referred to tutors as early as the fifteenth century.

In America, independent study had its actual beginnings

at Harvard University, when the elective system was intro

duced in 1869. After this, a few independent study programs

were implemented in various colleges throughout the united

States. St. Vincent's College at Latrobe, Pennsylavania,

began a required program of independent study as early as

1870. Other early programs were employed at Princeton,

1905; Guilford College, 1910; Reed College, 1911; and Rice

Institute in 1913. Most of the programs implemented before

1920, were required programs, demanding participation of

all students. After 1920, independent study became the

exclusive privilege of the brighter students. This type of

elective program was initiated at Swarthmore in 1921. Expan

sion continued, and in 1944, Aydelotte identified 130

accredi ted colleges and uni versities with senior independent

study programs. In 1954, Bonthius, Davis, and Drushal found

that 286, or 26 percent of the institutions studied, used it;

and in 1964, Felder reported that 68 percent of the colleges

and universi ties studied, used some form of independent

study.
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Independent study for high school students was not

suggested until 1956 by J. Lloyd Trump (1968). He sug

gested that 40 percent of the students r time in school

should be given to independent study. This idea was

expanded in the sixties by the advocates of modular schedu

ling who saw it as a technique for expanding their innova

tion. Brown (1968) suggested that this severly retarded

the independent study movement in high school, since

educators equated independent study and modular scheduling

and rejected them both. However, independent study received

renewed attention after the launching of the first Sputnik,

when schools were searching for means of improving educa

tion to realize the greatest potential of each individual .

In response to this renewed awakening in education, the

non-graded program was accepted. Melbourne High School

recognized independent study as the ultimate method for

this non-graded system and implemented it. Hany educators

followed this lead and implemented their own independent

study programs. with the knowledge explosion, where know

ledge is expanding and changing at a phenomenal rate,

Brown (1968) suggested that many more educators were accept

ing that the only logical approach to education is indepen

dent study.
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Existing Individualized Study Programs

This section refers to two distinct sources of infor-

mation. The first source is based on scientific research,

which through the use of opinionnaires, questionnaires, and

structured interviews provided information regarding the

attitudes and opinions of students, teachers, and adminis

trators toward existing individualized instructional programs.

The second source is based on reports of individualized

instructional programs from people who have been directly

involved in them. These reports are based on observations

and on evaluations which are somewhat less than scientific.

However, information from these sources was valuable to this

study in that the studies provided an analysis of existing

programs and offered the knowledge of experience to the de

signer of the individualized instructional program. Also,

they provided information regarding attitudes of teachers,

students, and administrators toward individualized instruc

tion which had been frequently neglected in scientific

studies because of difficulties experienced in assessing

attitudes (Shaw and Wright, 1967).

Scientific Research. Magdala and Dressel (1970) made a

survey of a random sample of colleges and followed it up with

visits to a selected sample whose use of independent study

appeared to be more extensive or imaginative. This was done

to verify the observation tha t independent study is less impres-
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sive in practice than in print. Through stratified random

sampling from the 1126 liberal arts colleges and universi t

ies in the United States, 276 were chosen to participate in

the study. They concluded that the overall picture of

independent study was not encouraging. Li ttle evaluation of

independent study had been done, and there was no evidence

that it was any more effective than other practices.

Larkin (1969) conducted an analysis of independent

study programs in thirteen junior high schools throughout

Indiana. He used the interview method for gathering data.

The data were collected from 13 administrators, 41 teachers

and 79 students. The main findings were generally positive.

Studen ts believed that independent study improved their

study habits, and gave them opportunity to think individually.

The over-all attitude toward independent study among students,

t.e aclie rs, and principals was favorable. His conclusions were

similar to those of Magdala and Dressel (1970) that evaluation

and action research which would attempt to measure the effect

iveness of independent study in achieving pre-set goals and

objectives were not evident in the majority of the schools

studied and he recommended the necessity of such evaluation

if the independent study programs were to continue.

Engles (1971) investigated the effects of independent

study programs as perceived by teachers and principals upon

student control in selected secondary schools. He used a

teacher questionnaire and a principal interviewer guide to
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gather the data. The major findings of the research were

follows:

1. School attendance was positively affected.

2. Teachers and principals agreed that much time was

wasted in roaming and talking in hallways and student

lounges.

3. Teachers, and principals perceived that a minority

of students often exhibited poor self-discipline when parti

cipating in independent stndy and they suggested more con

trois.

4. Teachers and princiapls fel t that younger less

academically talented students made unwise decisions while

pursuing independent study.

5. Teachers and principals indicated that student in ter

est in subject matter and academic pursuits was greater under

independent study programs.

6. Teachers indicated a feeling that students I disre~ '

spected authority, but principals felt that better relation

ships existed between the students and staff.

This study indicated that teachers and principals per

ceived independent study favorably in regard to student

interest in school; however, it suggested that independent

study programs should be controlled to encourage worthwhile

participation from students who are less self-motivated or

those who have little self-discipline.
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A similar study conducted by Filene and Kief (1976)

studied student and teacher opinions toward an independent

study program at South Hills High School, California.

Questionnaires were distributed to teachers and students

during the first and second years of the program. The study

was designed to evaluate the relevance of the program in

preparing students for higher education, relevance of the

program in inducing student maturi ty , and success of the

program in making school more interesting and enjoyable for

the students. The results of the questionnaires indicated

that the program was generally successful in the

tested.

Evans (1968) studied nine schools that had independent

study programs in operation. A panel of five national

experts visited these schools for three days and collected

data. On the basis of these data three schools were classi

fied as highly successful and six less successful. Evans

analyzed the programs in the schools to ascertain the

characteristics which made the programs successful or unsuc

cessful. He reached the following conclusions:

1. Teachers involved in successful programs gave more

attention to program objectives such as providing for indivi

dual student differences, helping develop an inquiring mind

an d vd e ve Lop i.n q self-initiative.
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2. Good leadership existed in successful programs

but it did not matter whether the leadership came from the

principal, teacher or another administrator.

3. Teachers in successful programs were provided time

to work individually with the students, and gave students

more help in project endeavors and in evaluating their own

progress.

4. Successful programs limited student activities and

movement so that an effective learning environment was main

tained.

5 . Successful programs provided more to motivate

students and to stimulate student interest.

6. Superior programs had the appropriate facilities

and used them wisely; studen ts were given guidance regarding

independent study and were given' easy access to a good col

lection of printed and AV resources.

7. All the schools, except one less successful one,

used large-group and small-group ins truction with independent

study in their programs.

Evans recommended that these characteristics should be

considered by any school, planning an independent study

program .

Murphy (1967) conducted research in two large schools

in Oregon that had independent study programs in progress.

One school which was situated in a large metropolitan area
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had an enrollment of over 2000 boys and girls. The other

school was located in a small city and enrolled over 1000

boys and girls of whom approximately. 25 percent lived in the

surrounding agricultural area. The school counselors, on

the basis of achievement tests, divided the students into

high, average, and low ranges. Other techniques included

in the study were student diaries and opinionnaires both

of which were piloted before being used in gathering data

for this research. From this study Murphy concluded that:

1. 95.5 percent of the students in one school and
91. 7 percent in the other school stated that they
liked the opportunities provided by independent
study.
2. More than 50 percent of the students in both
schools agreed that independent study made them want
to find out more about the subject matter they stud
ied.
3. Approximately 60 percent of the students experien
ced little difficulty in adjusting to independent study,
and more than 70 percent found independent study easier
after a small group discussion in which teachers helped
them to plan.
4. More than 50 percent in both schools indicated that
independent study would be more useful if they knew how
to make better notes.
5. From 70 percent to 94 percent of the students who
took part in this study agreed that the following
facili ties were desirable for independent study:
studying where they could easily obtain their own books
and materials; studying near or in a resource center or
library where teachers or teacher aides were available
for consultation; studying with two or three students
who were studying; studying where audio-visual materials,
typewri ters, adding machines and slide rules were avail
able for student use; and studying where all lights
could be easily adjusted.
6. The library, taking part in independent study, the
study center, and the subject resource center were the
four most important resources which students thought
helped them to develop better study habits. (pp. 98-101)
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After mak ing these conclusions, Murphy recommended that

all students should be given the opportunity of independent

study but that special consideration should be given to

special groups of students according to their needs and that

guidance should be given to students to help them adjust to

the independent study system .

Beltz and Kohn (1970) described programs in five

Missouri high schools. They observed that these programs

varied from simple to complex in organization but irrespec-

tive of this, they were successful. They argued that the

program must be tailored to suit the needs of the school,

the teachers, and pupils . The first school described was

~valkins High School, St . Louis, Missouri. Four hundred

students were scheduled wi th a team of twenty teachers to

do independent study in English, mathematics, social studies ,

science, and foreign languages .

Beltz and Kohn stated that students interviewed expressed

satisfaction with the program and that teachers expressed

satisfaction with the projects completed by the students. All

people interviewed felt that student enthusiasm increased

because of freedom of choice.

From their observations made at the Hogan High School,

Kansas " Ci ty, Missouri, Bel ta and Kohn reported that the pro

gram of" independent study, begun in 1967-68 , required each

of 648 students to spend approximately 40 percent of their
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time in small group work, 30 percent of their time in large

group work and 30 percent of their time in independent study .

Here, if an empty module appeared on his schedule the stu

dent was free to work in the resource center, art room ,

business room or science laboratory , attend a conference ,

work in a study carrel, arrange with the teacher to audita

class not on his schedule or use the time for recreation.

It was observed that both students and teachers talked

enthusiastically about the merits of this program.

In their third observation at the University of Missouri

Laboratory School, Columbia, Missouri , Beltz and Kohn reported

that during four hours each day students were free to engage

in individualized work . This consisted of work in advanced

biology, appreciation of fine arts , bookkeeping , consumer

economics , journalism, physics, typewriting, social studies ,

business law or general psychology.

At registration the students selected their individual

ized courses and were given their programs. These programs

included reading lists, tapes and conference schedules .

They also received plans from their teachers and were permi t 

ted to proceed at their own rate. It was reported that

students attended large group lectures, seminars and confer

ences when they were scheduled.

Studen ts were observed spending a lot of time in the

senior study room working on their packages. A resource
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room was located across the hall from the study room where

students could use reading machines, programmed learning

devices, tape recorders, record players, rear view projectors,

televisions and taped review materials. The rooms were

moni tored by teachers and it was reported that these rooms

the scenes of a great deal of busy purposeful activity.

In their fourth observation of independent study at

Dexter High School, Dexter, Hissouri, Beltz and Kohn reported

that beginning in 1967-68, ten high ability students were

en tered in a course of independent study. The students, by

application, had indicated earlier the work they wanted to

undertake.

Students met teachers two or three times each week until

their projects were established; after this they were given

a free hand to work on their topics. After completing their

research in the library the students, depending on the nature

of their projects, went to open laboratories, to practice

rooms or remained in the library.

Bel tz and Kohn reported that students interviewed were

enthusiastic about independent study and wanted to continue.

They saw few problems with the program and wanted to discuss

indi vidual quests. They indicated, however, that more of

their teacher's time was needed and that more books and

better equipment would be beneficial.

In their report from the Oak Park High School, Kansas
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City, Missouri, Beltz and Kohn observed that a simple but

effective independent study program was introduced. This

program was new and still expanding at the time of obser-

vation. It had functioned smoothly for seven months during

which time 102 eleventh and twelfth grade students attended

classes when directed by their teachers. At all other times

however, they were free to study in small study rooms, the

library, or laboratory. They were permi tted from three to

four hours of independent study per week. The students

reported to class seminar sessions or conferences whenever

scheduled .

Beltz and Kohn reported that teachers experienced some

difficulty in changing from the role of presenter to the

role of guide but after a short period of time accepted their

new role as preferable to the old.

In summarizing their report Beltz and Kohn stated:

It is our contention that school and its curriculum must
be relevant to individuals, that it must be flexible and
provide for exploitation of individual interests, ideas
and opportunities. This relevance can be accomplished
by implementation of independent study concepts. The
atti tudes of persons involved in the model programs
were positive. They not only wanted to continue to have
independent study experiences, but also indicated that
other schools were "missing a bet" by not experimenting
with similar programs. (p. 337)

Reports. Similar positive findings were indicated by edu

cators who had been directly involved with individualized in-

structional programs. Culley (1973) reported on an individual-

ized study program instituted in grade IX and grade X social
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studies at Marshfield Senior High School, Oregon. This program

was designed in anticipation that it would lower the failure

rate and raise the attendance record. The program was

strictly can trolled and teachers designed the learning sta

tions. Students were instructed regarding when and where

the learning stations were to be conducted. However, once

the initial instruction was given, students worked indepen

dently and the teacher acted as a resource person. This

program was instituted during the third quarter, and when

compared to the first and second quarters the failure rate

was lowered from ;2 8 percent to 4 percent and absenteeism was

lowered from an average of 6.8 days per student to 4.8 days.

When students were asked if they would recommend social

studies taught by this method to a friend next year, 70

percent answered yes, 20 percent said no, and 10 percent

were undecided. It is apparent that this program was success

ful in its objectives; however, one must be cautioned that

the figures discussed compared two semesters with one semes

ter, and that during the one semester, students were doing

something different (individualized study) and consequently,

the "Hawthorne" effect may have played a role in the changes

in achievement and attendance.

Holmes and Higgs (1964) reported on two projects of

independent study in social studies in two small high schools

in Colorado. Holmes and Higgs were involved in designing

and implementing those programs and a basic pattern was fol-
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lowed. Each unit began with teacher presentation to a large

group to introduce the topic. This presentation was followed

by independent study and small group discussion or consul ta

tion. The final phase was individual class presentations.

These programs were not subjected to statistical analysis,

but they were extensively evaluated by regular academic

grading criteria, two questionnaires, and observational re

ports. The evaluation compared the independent study method

wi th the traditional method which students followed prior to

the institution of the new program. The results indicated

that independent study encouraged critical thinking, it

increased interest, enhanced good study habits, improved

skills in decision making and research, and provided for

individual differences in that students were given the

opportunity to work at their own rate in areas of interest

to them.

Moody (1970) reported on a similar project in grade

t welve social studies, at the Laboratory School at Missouri

Uni versi ty. Six independent study units were developed and

piloted and the feedback was positive. Hoody stated that

most students seemed to enjoy independent study and the

packages, and experienced little di fficulty with them.

Indeed, the success of these pilot projects in independent

study was so satisfactory they planned to design another

twen ty- five uni ts .
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Gl a t t h o r n and Ferderbar (1969) r eported on an inde

pende nt study program which they ad ministe red at Abington

Hi gh School, Pennsylvania. As a result of their program,

Gla t t h o r n and Ferderbar claimed that 97 percent of all

stude n t s in grades nine ~nd ten can -,profi t from independent

s t udy.

One quarter of the school's time was devoted to inde-

pendent study. During this time the student was given

freedom of choice to go where he desired and to work on

any project for which the school could provide resources,

but the school did have rules which restricted the student 's

activities.

This school did have its problems. Many parents and

teachers were skeptical about this type of education and

the freedom it provided the children. Also, even with the

restrictions placed on the students, approximately 3 percent

misbehaved and a special area had to be provided for them.

In spite of this, there were signs of success. Figures were

submi tted weekly by department chairmen on the number of

students using the different facilities. About 70 percent

of the students used the library each day. Another very

encouraging fact reported is that the average student worked

in four different study centers during the week; he spent

more time in the quiet study area than he did in the I talking

commons'. Finally, many students indicated through unsoli-

ci ted testimonials that they enjoyed the program. While
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this information was not reinforced by statistical data, it

should not be dismissed since it does provide some indication

that positive attitudes might exist toward independent study

endeavors .

Goldsmith (1965) described how he organized a program

for ninth graders at Baltimore's Pumlico Junior High School.

This program was well organized and well controlled . In

order to participate in independent study, students had to

exhibi t a capacity and in teres t for learning, to have an

I. Q. of 120 or more and to be in good physical and emotional

health. Goldsmith emphasized that the program had to be well

organized by the teacher in order to make ita success.

There was a thorough evaluation of the study at the end of

the six month semester by students, teachers, parents, and

supervisors. It was concluded that the program was a six

month success , the students took giant steps forward in

growth, learning and maturity. It was highly recommended to

be a permanent part of the school's program.

Ritter (1970) described another successful independent

study program which took place at Coatesville Area Senior

High School. Individualized study was offered in English,

social studies, mathematics and journalism. In the first

year, teachers hesitated to take part, enrollment in the

program had to be limited, and screening took place. How

ever, some students whom teachers felt could not handle the
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individualized study plan were purposely admitted and

several became outstanding achievers. In the second year,

the program was expanded and no screening took place. The

program was highly organized. Students met in class at the

beginning of each unit where they were informed of the

necessary details and often given objectives that were to

be achieved. This experiment did not undergo a highly

structured evaluation but students were asked to react to

a set of questions regarding individualized study. The

results were as follows:

1. Eighty-one percent to 88 percent of the students
reported that they fulfilled their objectives in
taking a particular course by independent study; 9
to 14 percent felt they had not; the rest were unde
cided.
2. Seventy-seven percent to 87 percent said they
preferred the independent study method; 6 to 11 per
cent did not prefer it; to the rest it didn't matter.
3. Sixty-one percent to 81 percent felt they learned
as much or more by this system.
4. Eighty-two percent to 97 percent felt their depth
of comprehension to be as great or greater. (p. 78)

Congreve (1965), the principal of the Uni versi ty of

Chicago Laboratory High School, added another posi ti ve testi-

monial for independent study. He had the following to say

regarding an independent study program carried out in his

school:

The program wo rke d ; To be sure, some students were
ill directed for awhile and wasted much of their time,
but many more demonstrated a greater enthusiasm to
ward learning than had been seen be fore in regular
classroom programs. (p. 296)
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Axelrod (1973) commented on an independent study pro-

gram at Hamden High School in Connecticut. This program

had been in operation since 1968, and included the discip-

lines of English, foreign languages, science, mathematics,

and social studies. Axelrod stated:

The procedure has been proven most satisfactory.
Ove:rwhelmingly, student performances have been of
quali ty calibre. . .. I t has shown that s tuden ts can
I turn on r to learning when they are released from
classroom routines and allowed to explore their own
interests. (p 105)

Plunbett (1977) who was a director of an independent

study program in the Syosset, Long Island School, concluded

that, "Independent Study in high school works if the stu-

dents are prudently selected, given proper guidelines,

reasonably good facilities, and cooperative professional

personnel." (p. 52)

Whi tmire (1966) appeared to agree with Plunbett that

students should be selected. She reported on an independent

study program at Melbourne (Florida) High School. This

program was open to a special group of students only. The

requirements were that the student should have a "B"

age and that he should have qualities of creativity,

initiative, curiosity, motivation, interest, and a sense of

responsibili ty. Having passed the above requirements, the

student in consultation with his faculty consultant produced

an outline of what he planned. During the actual process,

the student was required to submit work from time to time,
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and also, he was subjected to periodic oral examinations.

If the student received a mark of "C" he was considered for

wi thdrawal from the program.

The conclusions drawn by ~Vhi tmire are that there were

some problems but the majority of the students turned out

well. She stated:

Working independently encourages self-discipline and
self-reliance, characteristics desirable for advanced
study and good equipment for living in a competitive
world.
The program allows the student to follow a course of
special interest where his motivation is high. Work
ing on his own, a student learns more about his own
learning and study habits. (p. 46)

The foregoing literature indicated a positive attitude

toward individualized instruction by the students, teachers,

and administrators who have been involved in such programs.

However, it also suggested that problems do result and that

if individualized instructional programs are to be success-

ful they must be well organized and well controlled, and

statistical evidence regarding their success or lack of it

must be provided. The shortage of this statistical evidence

was indicated by Magdella and Dressel (1970) and by Larkin

(1970), and is further substantiated by the foregoing num-

erous reports of individualized instructional programs that

were not statistically evaluated.

eomparati ve Studies - Research

The purpose of the preceding section was to provide

information regarding the general attitude toward individual-

ized instruction and to supply importan t organi zational
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information for implementation of such a program. The pur

pose of this section is to provide statistical information

regarding the worth or viability of the method. As pre

viously suggested in the introduction to this chapter, the

research pertaining to individualized instruction was

inconclusive. On this basis, it was decided that the

search studies would not be restricted to high school

social studies but would include other levels, and other

subjects as well. This enabled the researcher to get a

better sample of the research studies conducted and provided

a broader base on which to assess the results. Table 1

provides a detailed summary of this research.

General Research Studies . It has been established in

chapter 1 of this paper that the persisting educational

trend is toward the progressive philosophy of education and

the Gestalt theory of learning. Also, it has been substan

tiated that individualized instruction is compatible with

these schools of thought. Consequently, any study assessing

the viability of individualized instruction should include

the classical research effort in progressive education - the

so-called "Eight-Year Study" which was in progress from 1933

to 1939 (Wallen and Travers, 1963). This study attempted to

ascertain the relative effects of progressive education in

high school upon college performance as compared to the tra

di tional approach to teaching . One thousand and seventy

five graduates were chosen from conventional schools in terms



TABLE 1

Research Comparing Individualized and Regular In-Class Instruction

Author and

I
Date of Grade Subject Tr eatment Statistics
~ation Le vel Area Comparison Used Out come

Alexander Junior High Social jA c omparison in atti- t-test i No significant di fferences
(1968) Studies [t ude s , habits, and know- were found betwe en groups in

il e d ge of study t echni- ! areas studied.
ques between students

:
.s tudying und er indepen-

I
[de n t study and those
studying under tradi-
't Lona l, classroom pro-
cedures.

Atherton Uni versity Social ~f~~:~:r~~o~e~ :u ~~~ on e-way : No statistical di fferences I
(1972) Welfare analy~is o ~ were found. ~owever, some

I
!di s cussion and indepen- co va r i.ance : support was ga.ve n to fa ce t o

~::~s:t~~~e~:t:~~~~~ ~; usin g grade1 face teaching.
point a ve r-- .

con t en t and a pp lic a t i on ag e as a I

Ff principles. predictor '
I

Beyer Uni versity History ~ comparison of th e ana lysis i The individuali zed study group
(1975) !productivity of an in- o f ! made s ignif i c an t ly more ga i ns

Id i v i dua l i ze d study pro- varian ce in content knowled ge and p r o-
:gram a n d the tradi- blem solving a nd were more
f i ona l lecture enthusiastic ab out th e in-

pproach. s truc tional t echniques.

w
co
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Author and r
Date of Grade
Publication Level

Braley High School
(1972)

Ts~=--1--- Treatment IStatistics I
' Area Comparison ! ~s e ~ . ~ I .. • ~ ~utcome

W
\J:l

I
, All findings favored indi- :

vidualized instruction how- I',

ever the only statistically
I significant findings were in I

I

the a rea 0 f at tendance and
discipline. As a result of

I individualized study absen tee
I ism declined (significant at
I .001 level) and discipline
I improved (significant at .05

i I level) .

I I

J I

; Science, A comparison of stu- t-tests
' ma t h e ma t - dent achievement,

ics, lang- atti tudes, discipline,
uage arts, and at tendance as a
social result of individual-
studies ized ins truction as

compared to regular
in-class instruction.

i

I

CVAE Junior High
[Coordinated (underachi-
Vocational- evers)
Academic
Education.)
(1972)
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Author and
Date of Grade Subject Treatment Statistics
Publication Level Area Comparison Used Outcome

Frogge High School Social A comparison of the Analysis No significant differences in
(1964) Studies reflective method and of covari- any area except for attitude

I t radi tional method in ance toward the teacher. Students

I
achievemen t, c ri tical studying under the reflective
thinking, knowledge method had more positive
of the principles of attitudes toward the teacher

I democracy and student than students involved in the
attitudes toward the traditional method (Signifi-
course, the method cant at .01 level).
and the teacher.

I Griffiths University Introduc-
~i~~:i~~~~o~n~~r~~~~:n!~~~~;~l~e_

Individuali zed ins t ruc tion
(1973) tory produced a marginally

chemistry ~:~t~~: ~:~~~~t;:;:;d_1 gression
significant gain in achieve-

I
ment .

ing s tuden t achieve- I

II ment . I

I
,j::.

o
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Author and
Date of
Publica tion

Hanneman
(1972)

Grade
Level

High School

Subject
Area

Geometry

TABLE 1 (Continued)

Treatment
Comparison

A comparison of inde
pendent study and the
conventional classroom
instruction in regard
to student performance,
pacing, and at ti tudes
of students toward
mathematics .

Statistics
Used Outcome

Analysis of (a) No significant differences
variance were found in pacing or in

attitudes.
(b) On achievmnent tests, the
independent study group scored
significantly higher (.01
level) than did the conven
tional group.
(c) On post-experiment ques
tionnaires forty students who
had studied under independent
study perferred to study that
way, while only three expres
sed a desire to return to
conven tiona1 classroom in
struction.

Hartnet t and I College
Stewart
(1966)

, I

[En gl i s h , iA comparison of stu-
i h~man b~ha- Idents between tradi
.v r o r , bl.o- tiona1 method and
'l o gi ca l sci-independent study.
le nc e , PhYSi-/
Ic a 1 science,
mathematics"

frnerican I
ideal

Analysis of The results favored indepen
variance ' de n t study in all areas, but

only two were significant.
Achievement in mathematics
and in American Ideal was
significantly higher for the
independe nt study group at
the . 05 level of confidence.

ol>o
i-'



TABLE 1 (Continued)

Outcome
Statistics
Used

Treatment
Comparison

Subject
Area

"~~~~o~/ndJ~r:~----t--- ------

Publication Level

All results favored the self
directed group but only the
following were significant:
(a) greater achievemen t
(significant at the .05 level)
(b) Higher ratings for teach
ing-learning method (signi
ficant at the .001 level).

~H-i~~1----1c~~--I '-i~-t~Oduc--'IAse1f~di~~~~-~ tud;i t- t~~---I r
(1972) tory psy- program is compared to

chology the traditional lecture
course approach in regards to

achievement and atti
tude toward the teach
ing learning method
and subject matter con
tent.

Hug
(1970)

High School I Biology A comparison of inde- IAnalysis of

I

pe nde nt study, small , cova riance

group discussion, large I
group discussion and a

lc cmb Lna tion of all

I ~~~~:v~~e~~ g:~~ ~~ ti-
Itude of students toward ,
instruction. I

I I
I

I
I "

I

(a) No significant difference
in achievement.
(b) Subs tan tially better
at ti tudes were expressed by
the independen t study gro up.



TABLE 1 (Continued)

Author and
Date of
Publication

Kline
(1971)

Grade I Subject
Level Area

Grade VIII I Earth
j Science

I
I
i

Treatment Statistics '
Comparison Used ! Outcome

-- '-A com~~ri~-~fs~-~de~~!~~;~-is- of I~~-;-ticallY
achievement and atti- : Covariance I differences were found.
tudes toward self- I I
directed and teacher- i
directed instruction .

~

I

A four year study com- I t - t e s t at I'Findings favored independent
paring an independent high school study and significan t differ-
s tudy program with the level. Chi ences were found in areas of
traditional approach square at I library skills, study habits,
in areas of achieve- , co l l e ge and satisfaction with school,
ment, study habits, level and significantly more inde-

' lib r a r y skills and I pendent study students chose

I

' SChOOl satisfaction. majors in their freshman year
in college.

Introduc- IA comparison of a spec- t-test The conventional method was
tory Psy- li a l teaching approach significantly superior to the
chology IWi t h that of the con- tutorial method in communica-
course ventional lecture- ting information ( .05 level)

discussion approach. but the tutorial students
I were significantly more
, able in their ratings of the

course (.05 level).

English
history
physics
chemistry
biology

College

! High School
I College

Lodato
(1968)

L------"-----+--I McKeachie,

I ~:::~~ and

I (1960)

I---L.--~_----!-----L_-------J
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IPcob 1e m '01v iri g behavior.
pp

Author and
Date of Gr a de Subject Treatment Statistics
Publica tion Level Area Comparison Used Outcome

Novak University Botany A comparison of student t-test and No significant differences
(1958) achievement under two analysis of were found, but all outcomes

different methods of covariance favored the project centered

I
instruction in the pro- app roach-knowledge of facts,
j ect cen te red approach ability to solve problems,

I

and the conven tional and scien tific at ti tude. How-
approach.

I

ever, in the area of fact re-
tention the conventional ap-
proach was favored.

I

I Possien
I !

I
i (1965)

!

II

Scarpino
(1972)

Grade XI
I

I Science ITo determine if there
[e x i s t e d a significant
!di f f e r e n ce in achieve
ment, attitude and lab-

!~ ~~ ~~~~s s~~~~~v:~t~~en
ii nd e pende n t study and a
traditional study group

Analysis of ; (a) No significant difference
variance ! in achievement e x i s ted betwe en

gr o ups .
(b) A significant differenc e
existed favoring th e indepen
dent study groups on labora
tory skills (.05 l ev el of
significance) :
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Author and
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-- ,

!

I (c) The indep endent study

I students sh owed s t ron ge r pre-
ference tow ard indep en dent

i study but this di fference wa s

I not signif i cant.

Stuck and Colle ge School Law ;A comp arison a f an in- Multifactor i The individuali zed instruction
Manatt !d i v i dua l i ze d instruc- analysis of ! students s howed s ignif icantly
(1970) i tion. a~proach with th e varian ce I gr e a te r ga i n s in ac h ieve ment

I t ra d~ tl.ona l method. than did the traditional .

I
I gr o up . ( signifi cant at th e
I .01 l ev el).

Ta ylor Hi gh School "athe=t- IA comparison o f inde- t-te st I No signifi c an t di f f eren ce s
(1972) ics pen dent study a n d th e I were f o und .

tra dition al l ecture i
Id i s cus s i on method o f iiins truc tion r e ga rding

I
la c h i e ve me n t a n d s tuden t
a t t i t udes .

I i ~
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Author and
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Wallen and High School All sub - A comparison of the Descriptive ! The co nclusions indicated
Travers and j ect areas progressive approach comparison I that students taught through
(1963) College to education with t h e a progressive approach were

co nventional approach as good as and more often
in terms of grades be tter t ha n t hose taught
earned, college perfor- t hro ugh t h e t r a di t i ona l
mance and cer tain i n- approach .
tellectual characteris-

!
tics, such as citizen-
ship, not ne ce s s a r i l y
measured by grades .

Wilson Grade IX Geo graphy I A comparison of small Analysis of I No significant differences I
(1972) ! g r ou p discussion, peer- variance were found. i

i te aching , and indepen- and Duncan 's

1

dent study in respect Multiple I
1 to critical thinking Ran ge Test
Iand knowled ge and

I ~nde"tanding of sub -
Jec t mat ter.

I *'"
0'1
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of scholastic aptitude, interests, and socio-economic back

ground. Four classes were included in the study and the

follow-up was carried on in thirty-eight colleges of four

t ypes; northeastern men I s colleges, northeastern women's

colleges, co-educational endowed colleges and universities,

and midwestern state universities . Success in college was

defined as grades earned in coursework; citizenship in the

college communi ty as indica ted by the exten t and quality

of interest in extra-class activities; the attainment of

personal goals as revealed by the nature of vocational

orientation; and concern about the contemporary scene and

attitudes toward and relation to contemporaries. Data were

gathered from regular interviews with students, question

naires, records of reading and activities, reports from

instructors, official college records, and comments of

college officers, house heads, and others who had contact

wi th the students. These data were used to judge students

in some sixty separate areas such as thinking, participation,

problem solving, and personal-social relationships. The

conclusions of the study indicated that the students taught

through a progressive approach were as good as and more

often better than those taught through the traditional

approach.

When six of the most progressive schools were selected

and compared wi th matched groups, it was found that the

superiori ty of the progressive schools became more pronoun-
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ced. This trend was further supported when the two most

progressive schools were used in comparison. It was found

that students from these schools were the most superior in

the areas studied. It was concluded that the more progres

sive the school, the better the students would perform at

college level.

Wallen and Travers (1963) in reporting on this study,

cautioned the readers not to accept these filindings without

considering its weaknesses. They pointed out that the

comparison groups were matched with the progressive groups

on characteristics thought to be related to academic success.

Matching is not a good method to insure that the groups are

equal. Randomization is the best method for this and this

could not be done; therefore, many other variables might

have affected the outcome of the study. Wallen and Travers

(1963) also criticized the method by which both groups were

selected for college. The progressives were selected on the

recommendation of school authorities, while this was not

done for the students of the conventional schools. They

argued that this procedure may have insured that the best and

most highly motivated students were chosen from the progres

si ve schools, while the average came from the traditional

schools. Furthermore, it was suspected that the home and

community environment of the progressive students were more

conduci ve to learning than that of the traditional environ

ment.
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Another limitation of this study deals wi t h the

phenomenon of regression toward the mean. The students from

the traditional schools were selected mainly on the basis of

test scores whiie the students from the progressive schools

were not. Since the traditional students were selected on

the basis of extreme scores, the regression toward the mean

might have caused the scores to drop in retesting. The

argumen t is that perhaps the tradi tional s tudents selected

were not as intelligent as first indicated.

A final criticism has to do wi th the "Hawthorne Effect."

Teachers and students involved in the progressive approach

might have been motivated because it was something new,

and therefore the better results might have been a result of

this effect and not the teaching approach itself.

This study has its limitations, but it does have impli

cations that the progressive approach is worth consideration

and that it has possibilities of being a viable approach to

teaching. Indeed, Wallen and Travers (1963) quoted twelve

other studies comparing the progressive approach with

tradi tional procedures. These studies were conducted in

elementary grades and high school and indicated that the

progressive approach produced the same or higher achievement

in subject-matter and was superior in creating initiative,

work spirit, and critical thinking. Even though these

studies possibly have many limitations, and no definite

elusions can be drawn from them, one can be guided b y their
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implications that the progressive approach does provide

for learning as well as, and possibly even better than,

the traditional approach.

Indi vidualized study is a favoured instructional

approach in many universities and colleges, and much re

search has been conducted at that level comparing individ

ualized study with other techniques. Himmel (1972)

conducted research at the college level to ascertain the

effectiveness of a self-directed study program as opposed

to the traditional classroom lecture technique in an intro

ductory general psychology course. This research was

ducted at Wisconsin State University, La Crosse. One group

(the control group) wa s taught in one classroom by a tradi

tional classroom lecture technique, the other group (the

experimental group) carried out self-directed study of

essentially the same course contents without the use of any

class meetings, lectures or continuing personal contact with

a teacher.

It was hypothesized that "the self-directed learning

group would score significantly better on several different

educational outcome measures than would the more tradi tion-

ally taught group" (Himmel, 1972, p. 273). The results of

the study were as follows:

1. The self-directed group scored significantly

higher on achievement than the traditionally taught group.
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2 . The self-directed group gave statistically

significant higher ratings on a Likert-type student-opinion

blank than did the tradi tionally taught group for teaching

learning method.

3. The self-directed group gave higher ratings

Likert- type student-opinion blank than did the traditionally

taught group for subject matter content but the difference

was not significant .

4 . The results of a three month follow-up study showed

statistical difference in mean retention scores for both

groups .

5 . The results of a twelve month follow-up study

showed no statistical differences between both groups.

While discussing the results, Himmel was very cautious

in his interpretations . Even though the experimental group

did score significantly higher in achievement and attitude

toward the teaching learning method, Himmel recognized that

the significance was minimal and could have been a result

of various extraneous variables. In fact, he indicated that

the differences may have been the result of the well-known

"Hawthorne Effect." Also, he realized the limitations of

his two follow-up studies. While nei ther follow-up study

indicated any significant differences between the two groups,

the validity of both studies, however, is somewhat question

able. In the three month follow-up, only 12 students from

each group were obtainable , and in the twelve month follow-
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up only selected students (the number was not indicated)

were studied .

Stuck and Hanatt ( 19 70 ) conducted a study at Iowa

State Uni versi ty to determine if concepts of school law

could be effectively taught using an individualized instruc

tional approach , to preservice teachers . A class of 219

students was randomly divided into two groups . One group

taught by the traditional method, while another group

subjected to the individualized instructional approach

as developed by S . N. Postlethwait. A pretest and posttest

were administered to each group and the growth of each

group over time was determined. The findings indicated

that the individualized study group showed a significantly

greater (.01 level of confidence) increase in achievement

than did the traditional group .

Another study lending some support to individualized

instruction was done by Griffiths (1973) at Memorial

University of Newfo un d Land . This experiment compared the

individualized instructional approach with the conventional

lecture method in an introductory chemistry course . Students

were randomly assigned to two groups of thirty for the pur

pose of this study. The results of the study suggested that

individualized instruction produced a marginally significant

gain in achievement. \~hile there was no statistical attempt

at measuri.ng attitudes toward the method, a questionnaire

was administered at the end of the course . The results of
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this questionnaire showed that almost half of the students

preferred a lecture course, and evidence from another

q ue s t i o n n a i r e given by the administration indicated that

the control group rated both their course and their teacher

appreciably more highly than did the experimental group.

Hartnett and Stewart (1966) completed a study which

i n d i c a t e d that individualized instruction was superior to

the traditional approach. They compared students taking

college courses in the traditional fashion and students of

equal ability taking the same courses through independent

study . Comparison of their performance on a common objective

f i.n a L examination was made in six courses having at least

fifteen pairs of matched ability students . The findings

revealed significant differences favoring the independent

study group in two of the six courses, with the other courses

indicating no significant differences between groups.

While these studies quoted above indicated that indi

vidualized instruction was superior to the traditional

lecture method, there are other studies which indicated no

difference, or that the lecture method is superior. Atherton

(1972) conducted a study at the University of Illinois to

compare the effects of lecture, discussion and independent

study on recall of facts, understanding of conten t, and

application of principles. For the purposes of this study,

he defined lecture as the method where the teacher selects
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and orders the material to be learned and presents it to

the students in a formal, oral presentation. Discussion

wa s defined as the activity in which the students and teacher

d r aw upon a common body of material and share insights,

opinions, and evaluation. Independent study involved mini-

mal teacher student interaction; the students were given an

assignment to carry out on their own, there we re no study

sessions, no programmed adjuncts, and no study guides.

The results of this study indicated no statistical

differences in the effects of the methods on recall, under-

standing, or application. However, there was support given

to face-to-face teaching since twenty-two, of the sample

of thirty-seven, dropped out of the independent study group.

Novak (1958) conducted an experimental comparison of

student achievement under two different methods of instruc-

tion i~ a general botany course at the Uni versi ty of

Minnesota. One method was the conventional approach where

students received two, one hour lectures and two, two hour

laboratory periods each week. The other method was the

project centered method which was similar except the material

was presented more rapidly and a six week period was devoted,

exclusively, to individual student project work. The two

methods were compared as to student changes in (1) knowledge

of botanical facts and principles, (2) ability to solve prob-

lems in science, (3) gain in scientific attitudes, and (4)

retention of factual knowledge. The results showed no signi-
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ficant differences in means under the two methods of

instruction, with the exception of fact retention which

favored the group taught by the conventional method. How-

ever, the data suggested that the project-centered approach

provided better for individual di fferences, improved problem

solving abilities and led to improved scientific attitudes ;

those differences were not significant.

McKeachie, Forrin , and Teevan (1960) compared a special

tutorial teaching approach with that of the conventional

lecture-discussion approach in teaching an introductory

psychology course. During the first five or six weeks, the

tutorially taught students read an assigned introductory

textbook and met in groups of 15 students with an instructor

for discussion. Once the prescribed work was done, they

could pursue work of their own choice and conduct their

own research . The conventional group attended two lectures

a week and two hours of discussion.

The results indicated that the conventional method for

teaching was superior to the tutorial method in communicat-

ing information as measured by a multiple choice examination;

however, the tutorial students were more favorable in their

ratings of the course. They thought it to be more stimulat-

ing and valuable than did the control students.

At the high school level, similar findings to that of

college research has been fo~d. Hanneman (1972) experimen-

ted with individualized instruction in grade ten geometry.
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He compared independent study and the conventiamal class

room instruction in regard to student performance, pacing,

and attitude of students. The self-instruction group were

given a statement of general goals, a listing of behavorial

objectives, a sel f-testand suggested learning activities

for independent study. They worked independently, or in

small groups, and used the teacher as an assistant when

they required him. When they felt ready for the test they

could take it. If they did poorly they repeated som e learn

ing activities. Overall, there was no significant differ

ence between the experimental group and the control group

on initial tests; however, when results of retesting were

compared, the independent study group had a mean score

significantly greater than that of the control group at the

.01 level of confidence. The results of a post-experiment

questionnaire indicated that forty experimental group stu

dents preferred to learn mathematics through independent

study with only three individuals expressing a desire to

return to conventional classroom instruction.

Another experiment wi th individualized instruction in

the sciences was conducted by Scarpino (1972). The purpose

of this experiment was to determine if there existed a

significant difference in achievement, attitude, and labora

tory skills between an independent study group of grade

elevens and a group 0 f grade elevens involved in traditional
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study. The results indicated no significant difference in

achievemen t at the .05 level between the two groups. How

ever, a significant difference, in favor of the independent

study group, was found in the performance level of achieving

criterion on each laboratory objective and in successful

accomplishment of a higher percentage of laboratory objec

tives . Also, the independent study group showed a stronger

preference toward independent study than did the traditional

group .

Kline (1971) studied the relationship between self

directed grade eight students involved in an open-ended

supplementary laboratory block in Earth Science. The stu

dents were randomly assigned to two groups, experimental

and control. This study continued for four weeks, at the

end of which a laboratory test and student questionnaire

were administered. No significant differences in achieve

ment or in attitude were found. Kline suggested that no

difference was found in interest since all students were

motivated by the laboratory block itself and that over 90

percent of all students expressed a positive attitude

toward it.

Hug (1970) conducted an experiment in a large high

school in Sourthern California. Fifteen classes in .h i gh

school biology were divided into three experimental groups

and a control group. Four hundred and thirty-six students

were randomly selected to participate in (1) independent
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study, (2) small-group discussion, (3) large-group instruc

tion, or (4) a mixture of independent study, small-group

instruction, and large-group instruction. These groups

were given pretests and posttests. No significant dif

ference in achievement was found among the groups at 1

percent or 5 percent levels of confidence using analysis

of covariance (the pretest was used as the covariate to the

posttest) . However , a student questionnaire administered

at the end of the experiment indicated a substantially

higher attitude toward the experiment by students in inde

pendent study . Also, several other findings of the

questionnaire were particularly revealing i for instance,

85 percent of the students in independent study believed

tha t they learned "more" than in other classes.

Braly (1972) conducted research to determine differ

ences in chemistry resulting from two teaching methods -

the traditional method and the individualized technique.

The population included four classes of chemistry at the

Scottsdale Saguaro High School. The control group was

presented materials through a lecture-laboratory method

using the teacher's guide and its suggestions for instruc

tion. The experimental group studied independently, free

from direct instruction from the teacher i pre-and posttests

were given and I. Q. was used as covariant. The results

showed no significant difference between the control and the

experimental group in chemistry achieverrent. It was
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eluded that chemistry can be taught using either the tra

ditional or individualized technique and result in approx

imately the same amount of achievement. He recommended

that achievement does not provide enough information on

which to base a decision regarding which method to use.

Taylor (1972) conducted another study comparing

individuali zed study and a traditional lecture-discussion

method of instruction. The aim of the study was to ascer

tain whether independent study produced significantly

greater achievement in, and significantly greater positive

attitudes toward mathematics. Independent study students

studied alone with minimum help from the teachers, they

used the conventional textbook and progressed individually

by completing necessary assignments and tests . The tradi

tional lecture-discussion class continued as usual, with

the teacher presenting new material to the class and Le ad-:

ing classroom discussion while students contributed both

questions and answers. The findings indicated no signi ficant

differences between groups in achievement or in attitude

toward mathematics.

These aforementioned studies generally indicated posi

tive results toward individualized study at both the college

and high school level. However, upon summarizing the re

sul ts of these studies, posi ti ve conclusions cannot be

reached since the res ul ts 0 f the various studies indicated

that individualized study was superior, inferior, and equal
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to the conventional approach in respect to achievement

and student atti tude.

Research in Social Studies . When one refers particu

larly to individualized study in the social studies, similar

findings are disclosed . Beyer (1975 ) conducted research in

an undergraduate history course. The purpose of this study

was to compare the productivity of an individualized in

struction technique and the traditional lecture approach.

The students involved in the individualized instruction

project moved at their own pace using a variety of study

resources, while following a written study guide. They were

subjected to large-group instruction occasionally. The

control group followed the conventional system. Both

groups were subjected to pre- .an d posttests in conten t and

problem solving. Beyer concluded that the experimental

group made significantly more gains in content and in prob

lem solving , and that they were more enthusiastic about the

instructional technique.

Possien (1965) experimented with individualized in

struction at the elementary level. She compared the effect

iveness of three teaching methodologies on the development

of problem-solving skills of sixth grade children in the

area of map study and interpretation. Method A required

pupils to solve problems by searching and self-discovery,

Method B involved the simple telling of facts and generaliz

ations by the teacher, and Method C was the same as Method
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B except that it was accompanied by detailed explanations

of the causal relationships underlying the concepts. The

investigator taught each of the three classes herself.

possien hypothesized that (1) variations in methodology

would not affect statistically significant differences in

patterns of problem-solving behavior exhibited by the pupils,

and (2) differences in teaching method would not affect

differences in ach i.e vemen t .

The three classes involved were not formed for the

purpose of the study and therefore differences existed in

ability. Tests were given to ascertain the mental age

scores in the different groups and to determine the initial

performance in map reading skills. There were no statistical

differences between the groups on mental age scores, but

there were significant differences in initial performance

on map reading skills. In order to overcome those differ

ences, an analysis of covariance was computed for initial

and final performance. This analysis accepted the second

hypothesis, that differences in teaching method would not

affect differences in achievement. However, the first

hypothesis was rejected since the findings indicated differ

ences significant at the 2 percent level of confidence for

ten behaviors pertaining to attitude toward the problem

solving process; at the 5 percent level for ten dimensions

concerned with the general approach to the problems, 'a n d a
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marked tendency toward differentiation in the mechanics

of attacking the problem and for understanding the ideas

contained in the problem. It was also found that these

differences were a result of Method A where pupils solved

their problems through searching and self-discovery. This

latter conclusion was substantiated by interviews done by

Possien (1965). She chose six students from each group

and matched them on ability levels, initial performance,

and mental age. Each of these students was interviewed

and asked to think aloud through ten map problems from the

map reading section of the Iowa Test of Basic Skills, Form 2.

The interviews were tape-recorded and then analyzed by two

judges . The students from the group using Method A did

better than other students on these interviews.

Another study giving support to the individuali zed

instruction technique was completed by Lodato (1968). He

conducted a four year study of an independent study program

that was designed for the academically able. The sample

included 389 students from five high schools and 151 college

students. The school subjects studied independently were

English, history , physics, chemistry, and biology. The

major hypotheses were as follows: (1) Independent reading

groups would show greater gains in school satis faction,

study habits, and library skills. (2) Certain cognitive

and affective measures would not be useful in predicting

success in independent study. (3) Achievement in areas
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other than independently studied areas would differ little

from that of control groups. These hypotheses were largely

supported. Absences from class had no adverse effects and

trends indicated favorable effects of independent study.

students who participated in independent reading programs

consistently gained significantly more than students in the

control groups in areas such as library skills, study habits

and satisfaction wi th school. The experimental students in

social studies programs consistently exceeded their con

trols in gains and achievement. Finally, signi ficantly

more experimental students chose majors in their freshman

year in college than did matched controls.

Similar support is given to individualized instruction

by the CVAE program (1972) a project developed by the

Coordinated Vocational - Academic Education Committee in

Edinburg, Texas. This organi zation developed an individual

ized instruction program for low-underachievers in grades

VIII and IX whose I. Q. were between 70 and 95, who lacked

personal goals or self-confidence, had poor communication

skills and failed most subjects. Information was gathered

through a questionnaire, observational reports, pretests and

posttests PO academic knowle dge, and student attendance and

discipline records obtained from school records.

The findings of the CVAE program indicated that in

volvement in learning activities in the social studies

started at 60 percent of the time and went up to 80 percent
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of the time. Absenteeism declined in grade eight from 9.1

percent to 8 percent" and in grade nine from 8.8 to 7.8

which was significant at .001 level. Discipline improved

in that referrals to the office went down from 28.4 percent

to 11. 7 percent of the student population (signi fican t at

the .05 level). Attitude changes toward school or method

were not significant except in the area of science, where

individualized instruction students expressed a desire to

study under the individualized instructional technique. It

was concluded that the program was a large success since

students who had a history of passiveness and failure in the

classroom became actively involved and began to be success

ful in their academic endeavors.

While the above research in the social studies indi-

ca:t.espositive results in favor of individualized instruc

tion, other studies indicate that no significant differences

found in attitude or achievement.

Alexander (1968) conducted a study to determine if a

significant difference in achievement in the social studies

existed between a junior high class using independent study

and another junior high class following traditional class

room procedures; to identi fy the factors that contributed to

the success or failure of students engaged in independent

study; and to determine what effects independent study had

on student attitudes, habits, and knowledge of study techni

ques. Twenty students were assigned to each group and were
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matched on achievement. At the conclusion of the study

students took final tests of achievement, methods of study

technique, and personality. The results were subjected to

a t-test to determine if significant differences existed

between groups and the coefficient of correlation was cal

culated to ascertain if significant relationships were

present between achievement and personality . No signifi

cant differences at the .05 level of confidence existed

between the groups on achievement, attitudes, habits, or

knowledge of study techniques . The calculation of the co

efficient of correlation indicated that there was no single

factor that contributed significantly to the success or

failure of students who engaged in independent study.

Alexander concluded that experience with independent study

appeared to improve the individual personal adjustment of

students and that the decreased time spent with teachers did

not have a detrimental effect upon the students I attitudes,

habi ts, or knowledge of study technique. Finally, he con

cluded that junior high school students of all levels of

achievement can be successful in a program of independent

study.

Frogge (1964) completed a study to ascertain the rela

tive effectiveness of the reflective method as compared to

the traditional method of teaching the social studies . The

reflective method used in the experimental group was an
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individualized instructional approach in that students

examined issues that were of concern to them and this learn-

ing process took place in a democratic atmosphere where

studen ts made decisions and solved problems for themselves

using the teacher as a guide . The tradi tional approach,

used in the control group, was characterized by an author-

i tarian teacher who taught materials from a textbook.

Frogge tested the effects of the method upon achievement,

critical thinking , knowledge of the principles of democracy,

and student attitudes toward the course , the method , and

the teacher . For the purpose of t.h e study the experimenter

taught two classes of high school modern problems - one

class using the reflective approach and the other using the

tradi tional approach.

Students in both classes were given pretests and post-

tests in general social studies achievement, criticial

thinking, and knowledge of the principles of democracy.

Also, the students' attitudes toward the course, the method,

and the teacher were determined at the beginning and at the

conclusion of the course. Individual differences in I. Q.

socio-economic status, and social studies reading ability

were also determined at the beginning and used as control

variables in addition to the other pretest results . The

da ta gathered were submitted to analyses of covariance and

the findings indicated no significant differences between

the two methods in any of the areas studied except for
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student attitudes toward the teacher. It was found that

the experimental group had more posi ti ve a tti tudes toward

the teacher than did the control group. This was signifi

can t at the one percent level.

Nilson (1972) had similar findings in a study com

paring the effect of three instructional designs on ninth

grade geography students I ability to think critically and

to increase their knowledge and understanding of the sub

ject matter. The methods compared were small group discus

sion, peer-teaching and independent study. There were two

teachers and six classes involved; each teacher taught three

classes, one of each instructional design. Students were

subjected to pretests and posttests in critical thinking

and achievement. The data were subjected to statistical

analysis and the results indicated that neither of the three

types of instruction significantly affected thinking or

achievement.

Surrunary

Upon analyzing the research studies comparing individ

ualized instruction with the conventional methods, it was

found that (1) nine studies indicated that individualized

instruction led to greater achievement, (2) nine studies

indicated that individualized instruction and the traditional

method did not show statistical differences in levels of

achievement, and (3) three studies showed that individual

ized instruction was inferior to the traditional method in
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the area of student achieverrent. In respect to attitudes,

(1) nine studies found that better attitudes existed toward

the method or education in general when students were

taught through an individualized instructional approach,

(2) four studies showed that attitudes were not affected

by the method of teaching, and (3) one study, Griffith's

study (1973), found that a negative attitude was held toward

individualized instruction.

While this analysis offers support for individualized

instruction it is not conclusive. While it has been indi

cated that individualized instruction is compatable with

modern learning theories and has been suggested as a worth

while technique by such a notable Newfoundland educator as

Warren (1973), teachers or institutions need more support

before it may be implemented on a wide scale. Gruber (1965)

argued that, "Before educational policy makers are willing

to support radical innovations, they rigidly require evidence

that the proposed changes are genuinely worth the trouble

that all changes cause" (p , 4). The purpose of this study

was to help provide the necessary evidence so that educa

tional policy makers might recognize and evaluate individual

ized instruction as one possible instructional approach.

Researchers of individualized instruction (Harley, 1972;

McKeachie, 1963; Melnick, 1969; Newton, 1972) suggested that

studies comparing individuali zed instruction and the conven-
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t ional approach should deal with areas of i n t e r n a l growth

s uch as motivation and attitude rather than achievement.

Al s o , they recommended that the ins tructional approaches

sho u l d be clearly defined since the discrepant findings

that are evi dent in the research result from poorly de fined

ins t r u c t i o n a l approaches. Based on these suggestions, the

rese a r c h e r implemented an individualized instructional pro

gra m in a grade nine social studies class, collected data,

an d analyzed student attitudes toward it as compared to

a t t i t u de s of students involved in r egular in-class instruc

ti on .



CHAPTER III

Methodology

This chapter presents an overview of the procedures

employed in this study. It p r'e's en t s the instruments used

in the study, the treatment, the sample, the method of

data collection, the experimental design, the contextual

variables, the statistical procedures, the hypotheses, and

a discussion regarding the limitations of the study.

Instrumentation

Text. This study compared two groups of grade nine

students regarding their attitudes toward the teaching

learning method employed while using a unit "The War Years,

1939-1945" con tained in the grade nine textbook, Canada

Since Confederation - An Atlantic Perspective (Howard,

Riddoch & i'latson, 1976)

The testing instrument. The Dubelle Student Preference

Report, Form A and Form B (Dubelle, 1970) was used in the

po 's t t.e s t; and the delayed posttest respectively (Appendix C) .

This instrument was designed to measure students I prefer

ences for learning situations. Each Form is composed of

35 questions or statements, each of which is followed by

two contrasting alternatives - one predisposed toward

independent instruction and the other predisposed towards

regular instruction. Content validity of the Student
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Preference Report was attested to by a panel of eight

professional judges. The Kuder-Richardson 20 formula and

21 formula were used to check reliability. The K-R 20

formula revealed a .80 level of internal consistency and,

on the K-R 21 formula, the correlation coefficient was

calculated at .83 .

The instrument was tested for stability in a test

retest procedure . The Pearson Product - Homent correlation

was used to devise the coefficient which was computed at

.84, an acceptable stability coefficient.

Fry 's Graph for Estimating Readability was used to

check the reading level of the instrument and it was esti

mated to be readable at the grade six level .

This instrument had been used in an experimental si tu

ation similar to this study. Scarpino (1972) used the

Dubelle Student Preference Report to measure attitudes

toward independent study in a comparison of independent

study and traditional instruction in eleventh grade chemis 

try . On the basis of the information regarding validity,

reliabili ty, stability, and readability, and considering

that it had previously been used in an experimental study,

the researcher chose to administer it to measure attitudes

toward individualized study in this particular research

experiment .
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In order to control the experimental situation as

strictly as possible , the researcher designed detailed

outlines for both instructional approaches. The regular

in-class approach (Appendix A) was based on information

gathered from lengthy discussions with the grade nine

history teachers at Ascension Collegiate, Bay Roberts,

Newfoundland and research in social studies instruction dis-

cussed in chapter one . The individualized instructional

approach (Appendix B) was designed on the basis of infor-

mation gathered from the extensive research literature

reviewed by the writer.

Both programs we re checked for content validity . They

were given to three university professors, three graduate

students in the Department of Curriculum and Instruction,

and four teachers, who had been involved in teaching grade

nine history wi thin the previous two years. Several changes

were recommended. Originally, each program was unique with

different materials and different questions. It was sug

gested that this was an intervening variable and that the

same materials and questions were to be made available to

students of both groups. This change was made along wi th

other minor changes in terminology and the addition of sug

gested resource materials.

The regular in-class approach emphasized the lecture

method of instruction . The activities related to the unit
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took place in the classroom setting where all students

were subjected to the same activi ties which emanated from

the textbook. The teacher lectured, assigned questions,

and corrected these questions in class. Occasionally, this

routine was supplemented with audio-visual materials such

filmstrips or films.

The individualized instructional approach emphasized

a variety of materials and resources rather than the text

book. . The lecture and small group discussion were used,

but primarily students worked independently. Most activi t

ies took place in the resource center. Students had a

large choice of topics and resource materials, and were

given the option to work on any topic they desired, provided

that it was discussed with the teacher and permission was

given. Table 2, which contains a concise outline of the

instructional activities planned for both groups provides a

clarification of the contrast between the two instructional

approaches.

Prior to the beginning of this e xpe r'Lrnen t; both groups

were given library orientation. Since both groups of stu

dents would be referred to the library during their unit

studies, and because their library experience was limited,

three class periods were devoted to the development of

library skills. Orientation was conducted to minimize the

influence of library skills on the outcome of the study.
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The Sample and Data Collection

The sample for this study consisted of the grade nine

students at Ascension Collegiate, Bay Roberts, Newfoundland.

At Ascension Collegiate, there were approximately 300 stu

dents enrolled in grade nine . Students were assigned to

classes according to the program selected. Since the pro

gram was not greatly varied at the grade nine level, there

were enough students taking the same subjects to allow for

random assignment to two groups. This random assignment to

groups was completed at the time of registration. This

avoided timetabling di fficul ties and to some degree, the

reactive effects of the experiment in that students were not

separated from their classmates nor were their timetables

disrupted. The two groups were composed randomly from a

total of 104 history students. This included all grade

nine students enrolled in history with the exception of stu

dents registered for general mathematics who were involved

in a special program and could not be assigned to other

classes. The available students were assigned numbers.

These numbers were placed in a receptacle and drawn at ran

dom. As these numbers were drawn, students were assigned

alternately to each group until two, even groups of 35 were

formed; however, because of timetabling difficul ties at the

beginning of the school year ten students were removed from

one group after assignment. Prior to the beginning of the

experiment, these groups were randomly assigned to treat-
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Day Individualized Study Regular In-Class Ap p r o a c h

1 Large Group Instruction In-Class /1 n t r a d u c t i o n

2 Individuali zed Learning In-Class/Lecture and As s i gn
Study

3 Individuali zed Learning In-Class/Lecture and Assign
Study

4 I n d i viduali zed Le arning In-Class/Assign Questions

5 Small Group Discussion In-Class/Correct Questions
and As s ign Study

6 La r ge Group Discussion In-Class/Film-Discussion of
Fi l m

7 Individuali zed Learning In-Class/Lecture and As s i gn
Study

8 Individualized Learning
I

In-Class/ Filmstrips

9 I n d i viduali zed Learning I n- Class / Assi gn Seatwo r k
and Home work

10 Small Group Discussion In-Class/Correct Questions
and As s ign Study

11 Individuali zed Learning In-Class/Lecture and Assign
Study

12 I n d i viduali zed Learning
I

In-Class/Lecture and Assign
Study

13 Individualized Learnin g In-Class/Assi gn Seatwork
and Home work

14 Small Gr o up Discussion In-Class/Cor r ect Questions
a nd As s i gn Study

15 Large Group Instruction In-Class/Review Lecture
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ments; the group of 25 students became the control group

and the group of 35 became the experimental group. For

t hree weeks both groups studied the unit "The Nar Years

19 39- 1 9 45 " (Howa rd et al, 1976) which was a part of the

regular grade nine history course. The experimental group

subjected to an individualized study approach, while

the control group continued as usual with regular in-class

instruction.

Inunediately after the unit was completed the Dubelle

Student Preference Report, Form B was administered to the

students of both groups in order to assess their attitude

toward the teaching-learning method employed. After four

weeks, the equivalent form, Form A of the Dubelle Student

Preference Report was administered in order to ascertain

if the same attitude prevailed.

Experimental Design

Design 6 (Posttest - Only Control Group Design)

presented by Campbell and Stanley (1973) was used as the

design in the study. A representation of that design is

as follows:

R represents the random assignment of students to two

groups, the experimental group and the control group.

X represents the treatment
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01 represents the posttest

02 represents the delayed posttest that was given

after 4 weeks.

This design is particularly strong in internal validity

since random assignment to two groups controls the effects

of the extraneous variables that could possibly affect the

resul ts of the particular study . However, one must be aware

of the threat to external validity posed by the Hawthorne

Effect , in that the experimental group worked differently

than usual, whereas the control group continued to work

following the normal routine . Any at ti tude change in the

experimental group might have resuited from this interrup

tion in routine rather than a real change resulting from

individualized study. The researcher tried to control this

by encouraging the experimental students to believe that ,

even though the method was unfamiliar to them , it was a

routine method of studying a unit in history. However, at

no time , were students informed that they were involved in

an experimen tal study.

Con textual Variables

The con textual variables which could not be controlled

the effects of the school and the teachers involved.

Characteristics of the school. The study was conducted

at Ascension Collegiate, Bay Roberts which is under the

authori ty of the Avalon North Integrated School Board. The

organization of this school has existed since 1964. The
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original construction of the school was burned in 1974 and

a new building was erected in 1976. This new building has

a large functional library-resource center which provided

practically ideal condi tions for the individualized study

approach.

Ascension Collegiate is a central high school serving

approximately twenty-one communities between Georgetown and

Upper Island Cove. Eight elementary schools, serving these

communi ties send students to Ascension Collegiate. When

this study was conducted, there were 750 students enrolled

in grades nine, ten, and eleven. Approximately 300 of

these were grade nine students. There were thirty-two

teachers including the principal, vice-principal and gui-

dance counsellor.

Characteristics of the teachers. Two grade nine teac-

hers at Ascension Collegiate participated in the study. At

the time of the study teacher A was aged 34 and had taught

for fourteen years. He had two undergraduate degrees, B.A.
(Ed) and B. A. majoring in history, and he held a graduate

diploma in Educational Administration from Memorial Univer-

si ty of Newfoundland.

Teacher B was aged 28 and had taught for seven years.

He had two undergraduate degrees from Memorial University

of Newfoundland, B .Ed and B. A. majoring in history. This

teacher was familiar with the individualized study approach

that was administered to the experimental group and there-
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fore acted as a teacher organizer and resource person .

Statistical Procedures

In o r de r to determine if there were statistical di f-

ferences on the posttest and delayed posttest between the

atti tudes of the students in the individuali zed group and

those in the regular in-class q roup , a test of statistical

significance was required . Since this study dealt with

atti tudes, the chi square was employed to test the null

hypotheses at the . 0 5 level of significance. The chi square

is used in situations where a comparison of observed and

expected frequencies is required (Ferguson, 1966). In this

study , thE ' expected frequenci"es we re that there would be no

differences between the attitudes of the control group and

those of the experimental group. The observed frequencies

were the actual preferences indicated on the tests .

!!X.potheses

The following null and alternative hypotheses we re

tested at the .05 level of significance.

1. There is no significant difference in the propor-

tions between the expected frequency and observed

frequency of student attitudes of the individualized

study group and the q roup receiving regular in-class

instruction, on the posttes t.

There is a significant difference in the p ropo r>

tions between the expected frequency and the observed
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frequency of student attitudes of the individualized

group and the group receiving regular in-class instruc

tion, on -t h e posttest.

2. There is no significant difference in the propor

tions between the expected frequency and the observed

frequency of student attitudes of the individualized

study group and the group receiving regular in-class

instruction, the delayed posttest.

There is a significant difference in the propor

tions between the expected frequency and observed fre

quency of student attitudes of the individualized

study group and the group receiving regular in-class

instruction, on the delayed posttest.

Limi tations of the Study

The following must be considered limitations of this

study when examining its findings. Possibly, the greatest

limitation is that students were unfamiliar with the instruc-

tional appr~ach. The researcher endeavored to overcome this .

problem with a three day orientation; however, this did not

overcome the uncertainity that students had regarding their

abili ty to learn independently. Most of the apprehension

resul ted from the fear of examinations to which s tuden ts had

been conditioned. Since the program had to operate within

the confines of the educational system, students were tested

on this unit. Indeed, the day that the posttest was given,
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it was announced that term examinations in all subjects

would be administered the following week. Since students

were fearful of their new independence in learning, and

considering that term exarni.n a 't.i.ons were impending it was

apparent that the Hawthorne Effect might have had a negative

reaction regarding the experimental students' preferences

for individualized instruction.

A second limitation resulted from the organization of

the ins tructional approaches. In accordance with the s ug

gestions for research in this field (Harley, 1972 i McKeachie,

1963 i Melnick, 1969) both programs were well defined and all

materials were made available to both groups to prevent

materials and resources from becoming a variable. This

might have provided the regular in-class approach with a

more systematic plan than usual and made available to the

teacher and the students more resources than might other

wise have been provided. Possibly, this influenced the

opinions of the control group students toward the instruc

tional approach under which they were studying.



CHAPTER IV

Presentation and Summary of the Findings

This chapter has two specific purposes, the presen-

tation and summary of the findings.

Presentation of the Findings

Since this study consisted of two tests, a posttest

and a delayed posttest , which were separately analyzed,

the presentation of the findings were divided.

Posttest. Table 3 presents the data that were used

in the chi square analysis to test the statistical hypot-

heses referring to the posttest data.

TABLE 3

Posttest Results

Attitude

Treatment Group Individuali zed RO"l Total

Individuali zed
Study

Regular
In-Class

29 6
82.9 17.1
58.0 60.0
48.3 10

21 4
84.0 16.0
42.0 40.0
35.0 6.7

35
58.3

25
41. 7

Column
Total

50
83.3

10
16.7

60
100.0
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The null and alternate hypotheses that were s tatisti

cally tested using the posttest data were as follows:

There is no significant difference in the proportions

between the expected frequency and the observed frequency

of student attitudes of the individualized study group and

the group receiving regular in-class instruction, on the

posttest.

There is a significant difference in the proportions

between the expected frequency and the observed frequency

of student attitudes of the individualized study group and

the group receiving regular in-class instruction, on the

posttest.

These hypotheses were subjected to chi square analysis

and chi square was found to be .05486 with I degree of free

dom. This was not significant and therefore, the null

hypothesis was accepted. There was no significant differ

ence in the proportions between the expected frequency and

the observed frequency of student attitudes of the individu

alized study group and the group receiving regular in-class

ins truction.

Delayed postest. Table 4 presents the data that were

used in the chi square analysis to test the statistical

hypotheses referring to the delayed posttest data.
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TABLE 4

Delayed Posttest Results

Atti tude

Treatment Group Individuali zed Row Total

Individuali zed
Study

Regular
In-Class

28 7
80 20.0
54.9 77.8
46.7 11. 8

23 2
92.0 8.0
45.1 22.2
38.3 3.3

35
58.3

25
41.7

Column
Total

51
85.0

9
15.0

60
100

The null and alternative hypotheses that were statis-

tically tested using the delayed posttest data were as

follows:

There is no significant difference in the proportions

between the expected frequency and the observed frequency

of student attitudes of the individualized study group and

the group receiving regular in-class instruction, on the

delayed posttest.

There is a significant difference in the proportions

between the expected frequency and the observed frequency

of student attitudes of the individualized study group and

the group receiving regular in-class instruction, on t he

delayed posttest.
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These hypotheses were subjected to chi square analysis

and chi square was found to be .84034 with 1 degree of free

dom. This was not significant and therefore, the null

hypothesis that there was no significant difference in the

proportions between the expected frequency and the observed

frequency of student atti tudes of the indi viduali zed study

group and the group receiving regular in-class instruction

was accepted .

Summary of the Findings

The contingency tables (Tables 3 and 4) revealed

pertinent information to the understanding of the results of

this study. In order to facilitate the discussion and com

prehension of the data , two simplified tables were formu

lated so that all the data could be carefully identified

(Tables 5 and 6) . These tables contain four data blocks.

They indicate the number of students involved in the study,

the number involved in each treatment, and the number of

students from each treatment that preferred individualized

study or the regular in-class approach.

There were 60 students involved in the study, 35 stu

dents were subjected to individualized study and 25 students

acted as control and were taught through the regular in-class

approach. The results of the posttcst i n d i c a ted that 2 9 of

the individualized study students, or 82.9 percent, indicated

a preference for regular in-class work. Only 6 of the
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individualized group , or 17.1 percent, indicated an

individualized study preference. The regular in-class stu

dents indicated similar preferences. The posttest resul ts

revealed that 4 students, or 16 percent, preferred individ

uali zed study, whereas 21 students, or 84 percent, responded

in favor of regular in-class work. A total of 50 students,

83.3 percent of both groups, preferred the regular in

class approach as opposed to 10 students , or 16 .7 percent,

who preferred individualized study. There was an overwhelm

ing response for the regular in-class work. with such a

remarkable preference for regular in-class work , it might

have been expected that an individualized study approach

would have a negative influence upon attitudes toward individ

ualized study; there fore, it is noteworthy that students

who were exposed to individualized study did not indicate

more negative responses toward it than the control group.

Moreover, there was a slight indication that more of the

experimental group preferred individualized study.

The results of the delayed posttest showed a con tinua

tion of the trends indicated on the pos ttest. Both treat

ment groups showed a remarked preference for the regular

in-class approach and a total of 51 students, or 85 percent,

indicated that they pre ferred it. Only 20 percen t of the

individualized study group and 8 percent of the regular in

class students preferred individualized study. Similar to



TABLE 5

Posttest Data

Identification of
Attit des

Treatment the Data Group Individualized Total

Number 29 6 35

Individualized
Percentage of Treat-
ment Group 82.9 17.1

Study

Percentage of Attitude
Category 58 60

Percentage of
Total 48.3 10 58.3

Number 21 4 25
Regular In-Class

Percentage of Treat-Approach
ment Group 84 16

Percentage of Attitude
Category 42 40

-------
Pe rcen tage 0 f
Total 35 6.7 41.7

Number 50 10 60
Tot<il percent 83.3 16.7 100

co
-..)



TABLE 6

Del ay ed Posttest Data

Identification of
Attitudes

Tr e atment th e Data Group Individuali z ed Total

Number 28 7 35

Individuali zed Percentage of
Study Tr eatment Group 80 20

Percentage of
Attitude Category 54.9 77 . 8

Percenta ge of
Total 46.7 11.8 58.3

Number 2 3 2 25

I Pe rcen t a ge 0 f
Re gular In-Cl ass Tr eatmen t Group 92 8
Approa ch

j Percenta ge o f
45 . 1 22I At ti tude Ca t e gory

I Percent a ge o f
Total 38 . 3 3 . 3 41.7

~Numb" 51 9 60
Tota l Percent 85 15 100

co
co
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the posttest results, there was no negative reaction toward

individualized study as a result of the individualized study

program. Indeed, 12 percent more of the individualized

study group than the regular in-class group indicated that

they preferred it . Whi ,le this mav indicate that the individ

ualized study program, when compared to the regular in-class

program, created a more favorable trend toward individualized

study , it is not statistically significant and no definite

conclusions can be made regarding it. However, it can be

concluded that individualized study did not have a negative

influence upon students ' attitudes toward it since it was

statistically shown that there were no significant differ

ences in attitudes between students who were exposed to the

individualized study approach and students who received

regular in-class instruction.



CHAPTER V

Summary, Discussion, and Recommendations

Summary

The purpose of this study was to dete ....mine students I

atti tudes toward individualized instruction as compared

to their atti tudes toward regular in-class instruction.

The following questions were specifically examined:

1. Is there a significant difference in attitudes

between students taught through an indi viduali zed study

approach and those taught through regular in-class instruc

tion among grade nine students?

2. After a four week period, is there a significant

difference in attitudes between students taught through

an individualized study approach and those taught through

regular in-class instruction among grade nine students?

Two grade nine history classes were randomly selected

to serve as experimental and control groups. The experi

mental group was exposed to individualized study while the

control group worked in a regular in-class situation. Fo r

three weeks, both groups studied a uni t "The War Years,

1939-1945" contained in the grade nine textbook, Canada

Since Confederation - An Atlantic Perspective (Howard et a1.,
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1976). Following the completion of the unit, the Dubelle

Student Preference Report, Form B, was administered as a

posttest to measure student attitudes. After four weeks

had elapsed, the Dubelle Student Preference Report, Form

A, was administered as the delayed posttest in order to

determine if student attitudes were retained.

The data from both the posttest and the delayed post

test were subjected to chi square analysis and tested at

the .05 level of significance. No significant differences

in student attitudes were found between the groups and the

null hypotheses were accepted. It was concluded that there

were no significant differences, on the posttest or delayed

posttest, in student attitudes between the individualized

study group and the group receiving regular in-class

instruction. It was noted, however, that even with a

siderably large majority of students favouring the regular

in-class approach, the individualized study program did not

negatively affect atti tudes toward individuali zed study,

and that there might have been an indicated trend for more

of the individualized study students than the regular in

class students to prefer individualized study.

Discussion of the Findings

In addition to the statistical findings that there were

no di fferences in attitudes between the individualized group

and the regular in-class group, there were other findings

that must be noted. Certainly, the indicated trend toward
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improved attitudes of the individualized group toward

individuali zed study while not signi fican t, requires con

sideration. It must be recognized that the individualized

program continued for only three weeks. I f there is any

possibility that this was a real trend resulting from the

three week individualized program, a longer period of time

might realize significant changes in student attitudes.

While the short time period probably influenced the

outcome of the study, the fear of examinations appeared to

have affected it also. On the same day that the posttest

was administered students were informed that term examina

tions were scheduled for the following week. Individualized

study students who were previously condi tioned to the regular

in-class approach, where they were provided information by

the teacher and tested on that information, may have felt

insecure and apprehensive regarding their ability to pass an

examination. These anxieties were expressed frequently to

the researcher and probably influenced students' choices on

the posttest. When the delayed posttest was administered,

term examinations were completed but students had not recei

ved their grades. Consequently, anxiety from examinations

probably continued to influence student at ti tudes.

Another favorable indication toward the indi viduali zed

study approach was found in the use of the library materials.

The librarian noted that students who participated in the
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individualized study program, regularly borrowed materials

from the library; whereas, the students in the regular

program did not borrow any materials nor even visit the

library. Since both groups were exposed to the same mater

ials and encouraged to use library resources, this may mean

that students in the individualized study group could have

been encouraged to show greater interest in the learning

experience. Since a recognized problem at Ascension

Collegia te and according to district supervisors, in all

schools of the educational district, is low student interest

in home studies and library work, this unsolicited finding

requires further attention.

The findings of this study were consistent with the

majority of studies that dealt with attitudes in the

parison of individualized study and the regular in-class

approach. Alexander (1968), Hanneman (1972), Kline (1971),

and Taylor (1972) dealt with this particular question and

found no significant differences. Beyer (1976) CVAE

Coordinated vocational-Academic Education project (1972),

Frogge (1964), Hug (1970) and Scarpino (1971) found no

significant di fferences but recognized a trend in favor of

the individualized study approach similar to the indications

of the present study. Hirrunel (1972), Lodato (1968),

McKeachie, Forrin and Teevan (1960), and Novak (1958) found

that there were significant differences in student attitudes
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favoring individualized study. These studies were

ducted at the college level or with gifted high school

students and continued over a minimum of one semester.

These differences in the experimental procedure would pro

bably account for the differences in the findings.

Griffiths" (1973) study indicated negative attitudes to

ward the individuali zed approach but there was no attempt

to statistically study attitudes and no comparison of atti

tudes was made between the control group and the experimental

group; consequently, any attitude change that might have

resul ted could not be observed.

Recommendations for Further Research

Based on the findings and conclusions of the present

study, the researcher submits the following recommendations

for further research.

1. This study should be replicated in its present

form over a longer period of time and should include achieve

ment as well as a tti tude.

2. This study should be replicated in its present form

with the fear of examinations removed as an intervening

variable.

3. A similar study should be conducted to study the

effects of individualized study on library and study skills.

4. A similar study should be designed to include

grades ten and eleven so that grade, and age can be examined
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in relation to attitudes toward individualized study.

5 . Another study should be designed where students

grouped on the basis of social studies achievement

scores and intelligence so that attitudes toward individ

ualized study can be measured as a function of these factors.
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DI\Y ACTIVITY

LECTURE
1 IN-CLASS / INTRODUCTION FIill

2 IN-CLASS / LECTURE AND ASSIGN STUDY

3 IN-CLASS / LECTURE AND ASSIGN STUDY

IN-CLASS / ASSIGN QUESTIONS - SEATWORK
4 ASSIGN HOHEWORK

IN-CLASS / CORRECT QUESTIONS IN CLASS
5 ASSIGN STUDY

6 IN-CLASS / FILH - DISCUSS ION OF FIill

7 IN-CLASS / LECTURE AND ASSIGN STUDY

8 IN-CLASS / FILHSTRIPS - DISCUSSIW OF FILHSTRIPS

IN-CLASS / ASSIGN QUESTIONS - SEATWORK
9 ASSIGN HOHEWORK

IN-CLASS / CORRECT QUESTIONS IN CLASS
10 ASSIGN STUDY

11 IN-CLASS / LECTURE AND ASSIGN STUDY

12 IN-CLASS / LECTURE AND ASSIGN STUDY

IN-CLASS / ASSIGN QUESTIONS - SEI\TWORK !
13 ASSIGN HOHEWORK :

I

IN-CLASS / CORRECT QUESTIONS IN CLASS

I14 ASSIGN STUDY

15 IN-CLASS / ORAL QUESTIONING - REVIEH

100 percent of the instructional time is devoted to in-class

activities.
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CONTENT OUTLINE

I. The Causes of World War II

A. The Rise of Fascism

B. Nationalism

C. Inefficiency of the League of Nations

D. The Arms Race

E. The Psychological Climate Created by \'lorld War I

II. The War in Progress

A. The Beginning
(a) Hitler's Aggression
(b) 'l'he Policy of Appeasement
(c) Britain Declares War on Germany

B. Axis Domination
(a) Bli tzkreig
(b) Dunkirk
(c) Pearl Harbour

C. The Battle of Britain

D. The Battle of the Atlantic

E. The Tide Turns - Allied Success

F. The Atomic: Bomb

G. The United Nations and Nato

III. Canada and World War II

A. Canada at War
(a) Declaration of War
(b) Seven Point War Effort
(c) Phoney War
(d) Battle of the Atlantic
(e) Dieppe
(f) Ortona
(g) D-Day



B. Canada at Home
(a) Mackenzie King
(b) Conscription
(c) The \';Tar Economy
(d) The \'Yorking Women
(e) The Japanese in Canada
(f) Lend-Lease Program Affects Newfoundland

IV. Important Characters of World War II

A. Roosevelt

B. Stalin

C. De Gaulle

D. Churchill

E. Hitler

V. The United Nations Organization

A. Organization of the United Nations

B. United Nations in Action
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REGULAR IN-CLASS INSTRUCTION

Any materials listed as addi tional may be used in the

classroom at the teacher's discretion.

Day 1. Introduction. Show a film to introduce the topic
and to motivate student interest. The film DUSK,
in troduces the war and depicts Canadian involvement.

Day 2. Lecture on the causes of World War II. Give stu
dents two handouts to study at home. One handout
is taken from The ~\Tar - A Concise History 1939-1945
by Louis L. Snyde r. Chapter 1. The other 1S taken
from the filmstrip Fascists Dictatorships.

Day 3. Lecture on the textbook p. 210 - p. 212. Assign
these pages for home study. The following topics
should be discussed.
(a) Appeasement
(b) Hi tlet' s Aggression
(c) Declaration of War
(d) Allies and Axis Powers
(e) Important Men of the War - Stalin, De Gaulle,

Churchill, Hitler, Roosevelt
(f) The Commonwealth Air Training Program

Addi tional materials should be recommended.
(a) Jackdaw - No. 64, The Coming of the War

- No. 31, ~'1inston Churchill

(b) Filmstrips - Franklin D. Roosevelt
Joseph Stalin
Charles De Gaulle
~\Tinston Churchill
Adolf Hitler
Fascists Dictatorships, Part II
Hi t.Le r and the Germans, Part II
The Rise of Hitler

(c) Books - Portraits of Power by S. E. Ayling
The History Makers by Lord Longford
and J. Whee le r Benne t t
Canadiana. Vol 5 William Lyon
Mackensie King.

Day 4. Assign questions for classwork and homework. These

questions must be finished the next day.
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Name the countries on both sides, allies
and axis powers, chiefly involved in World
War II.

List five general conditions that created
the right climate for war and explain how
each condition could indeed bring about war.

Explain why Newfoundland was automatically
at war when Britain went to war in 1939.

Describe the actual events leading to World
War II and explain how the policy of appease
men t followed by the allied countries might
have helped bring about such a large scale
war.

Explain how Canada could wait and declare
war on her own.

l. A.

B.

C.

2. A.

B.

C. i'lould Newfoundland be able to declare war
separately from the rest of Canada if a war
were to happen again? Explain.

3. write a short report on the life and importance
of either of these men:
(a) Roosevelt (b) Stalin (c) De Gaulle
(d) Churchill (e) Hitler (f) Mackensie King

4. A. Contrast the type of government existing
in Germany during World War II with the type
of government that we have in Canada today.

B. \vhy did people willingly accept this type of
governmen t in Ge rmany .

Day 5. Correct the questions from Day 4 in class. The cor- ,
rected answers should be assigned for home study.
Students who answered all questions correctly might
be assigned additional materials from the list pro
vided after Day 6.

Day 6. Show the film, Days of In famy. Emphasi ze the follow
ing topics during the discussion of the film:
(a) Hong Kong Disaster
(b) Pearl Harbour
(c) Japanese Canadians
(d) The Conscription issue ' - plebeci te
(e) The war economy - rationing
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Provide a list of additional materials that might be

read by students to provide additional information regard-

ing the topics that will be studied for the next five

days.

(a) Filmstrips - Classic Drama, Hero VS Villian
- Battle of the North Atlantic
- Hitler at Bay
- Surrender
- The Second World \'1ar, part I
- The Second World War, part II

(b) Reading Materials - His tory of the Second
, World War by Liddell Hart,

chapter 40
- The New Book of Knowledge.

Vol. 20 World War II.

Day 7. Lecture on the textbook p . 212 (National Unity) 
p. 214 (Conscription), p. 223 and p . 224. Assign
these pages for horne study. The following topics
should be discussed:
(a) Quebec's Union Nationale Government
(b) The Conscription Issue
(c) Cooperation with United States and its effects

on Newfoundland
(d) Japanese Canadians
(e) The War Economy
(f) Canada and the War - military.

Day 8. Lecture on Canada and the \\far. Show two filmstrips
Canada and the Second World \'1ar, part 1 and part 2.
The fo l Low i.n q topics should be emphasized:
(a) U. S. Aid
(b) Bli t.zk re i.q
(c) Dunkirk
(d) Battle of Britain
(e) Battle of the North Atlantic
(f) Hong Kong
(g) Japanese Attack on Pearl Harbour and the

Japanese Canadians
(h) Dieppe
(i) Rationing
( j) Working Women
(k) Ortona
(1) D-Day
(rn) Conscription
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Day 9. Lecture on the textbook p. 216 - p. 218. The
following topics should be emphasi zed:
(a) Reactions to the war
(b) Bri tish reasons for fighting
(c) Canadian reasons for declaring war
(d) Canadian Unity
(e) Total Canadian involvement in the war - The

seven point war effort. This should be given
to students as a handout.

(f) U. S. - Canada relations
(g) Regional disparity

Both the textbook pages and the handout should be
assigned for home study.

Day 10. Assign questions for classwork and homework.
Questions must be finished for the next day.

Questions:

1. What is meant by Blitzkreig? Explain how this
type of warfare enabled the Germans to dominate
at the beginning of World War II.

2. A. Describe the events of Dunkirk and tell
why it was importan t to the eventual out
come of World War II.

B. Explain why Churchill referred to the
Battle of Britain as their "finest hour".

3. Analyze the following events with regard to
how they led to allied victory.
(a) German miscalculation of British power

after Dunkirk.
(b) British spirit and German failure of the

Battle of Britain.
(c) The Battle of the North Atlantic
(d) The German Invasion of Russia
(e) The Japanese attack on Pearl Harbour
(f) D-Day

4. A. By 1941, the Can adian Government had a
seven point war effort. Name these seven
points and assess how valuable each on e
was to the war effort.

B. Discuss the importance of the Battle of
the North Atlantic. Emphasize Canada's
contribution in this Battle.
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5. A.

B.

C.

D.

6. A.

B.

What is meant be Conscription?

Why was it believed to be needed in
Canada?

Explain why King would not use con
scription?

Why did Ralston leave the Cabinet?

What feelings did the two main groups of
Canadians have about going to war in 1939?

By what policies did Prime Minister King
seek to keep both groups satisfied?

7. What was the British Commonwealth Air Training
Plan? How important do you think it was in
bringing about victory for the allies?

8. A. Outline the steps that the Canadian Govern-·
ment took to prevent economic disorder.

B. Do you feel that evacuation of Japanese
Canadians from their homes was justified
or was it a case of racial prejudice"?
Support your answer.

9. Give the purpose of (a) the Permanent Joint
Board of Defence i and (b) the Hyde Park
Declaration.

10. How was the war financed in Canada?

11. A. Where in Newfoundland did Canada and the
United States operate air bases?

B. What effect did it have on Newfoundland?

12. What part of Canada saw the greatest growth
during the war? Why?

Day 11. Correct the questions from Day 10 in class and
assign the corrected answers for home study.
Students who answered all questions correctly
might be given the opportunity to check some of
the additional materials listed herein.
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Day 12. Lecture on the Atomic Bomb, Hiroshima and
Nagasaki. Also lecture on the textbook p . 214 
p . 215. (United Nations and Nato) and p. 227
(U. N. Organization). Assign the textbook pages
for home study.
Addi tional materials should be recommended.
(a) Filmstrip - Hiroshima and Nagasaki
(b) Book - The New Book of Knowledge, Vol. 19,

Uni ted Nations.

Day 13. Assign questions for classwork and homework.
Ques tions mus t be finished for the next day.

Questions:

1. I f you had lived during World War II and were
gi ven the right to vote on whether or not to
drop the Atomic bomb on Hiroshima or Nagasaki,
how would you have voted? Why?

2. Discuss the following quotations, "\\I'ar has
become outdated because of the very weapons
man has developed".

3. A. What Nations formed the following: (a)
The United Nations; and (b) Nato?

B. Identify the chief role of each of the
above organizations.

C. Describe each part of the United Nations
Organi za tion.

D. In the light of the present world condi
tions, judge how successful the United
Nations has been. Support your an swe r .

Day 14. Correct the questions from Day 13 in class and for
a review assign all corrected answers for home
study.

Day 15. Summarize the material. Class discussion of the
topics could be used during this period. Also a
film summarizing the main events of the war could
be shown. World War II 1939-41 (part I) and
(part II) .
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Addi tional materials

1. Dunkirk - Jackdaw

2. Britain at War - Jackdaw

3. Battle of Britain - Jackdaw

4. The ~'lar - A Concise History of 1939-1945 by
LOU1S L. Snyder. Photographic highlights .

5. Canada by Edgar McInnis, chapter 20

6. A series of films on Canada
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PROGRAM OUTLINE

DAY ACTIVITY

1 LARGE GROUP INSTRUCTION

2 INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING

3 INDIVIDUALI ZED LEARNING

4 INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING

5 SMALL GROUP DISCUSSION

6 LARGE GROUP INSTRUCTION

7 INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING

8 INDIVIDUALI ZED LEARNING

9 INDIVIDUALI ZED LEARNING

10 SMALL GROUP DISCUSSION

11 INDIVIDUALI ZED LEAr·lUNG

12 INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING

13 INDIVIDUALI ZED LEARNJ."ifG

14 SMALL GROUP DISCUSSION

15 LARGE GROUP INSTRUCTION

Each activity has a particular percentage of time devo

ted to it. 80 percent is devoted to individualized study,

20 percent to discussion and 20 percent to large group

instruction.
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CONTENT OUTLINE

I. The Causes of World War II

A. The Rise of Fascism

B. Nationalism

C . Inefficiency of the League of Nations

D. The Arms Race

E . The Psychological Climate Created by World War I

II. The War in Progress

A. The Beginning
(a) Hi tier 's Aggression
(b) The Policy of Appeasement
(c) Britain Declares ~var on Germany

B. Axis Domination
(a) Bli tzkreig
(b) Dunkirk
(c) Pearl Harbour

C. The Battle of Britain

D. The Battle of the Atlantic

E. The Tide Turns - Allied Success

F . The Atomic Bomb

G. The united Nations and Nato

III. Canada and World War II

A. Canada at War
(a) Declaration of War
(b) Seven Point War Effort
(c) Phoney War
(d) Bat tie a f the Atlan tic
(e) Dieppe
(f) Ortona
(g) D-Day

B. Canada at Home
(a) Macken zie King
(b) Conscription



(c) Rationing
(d) The Working Woman
(e) The Japanese in Canada
(f) Lend-Lease Program Affects Newfoundland

IV. Importan t Characters of World War II

A. Roosovel t

B. Stalin

C. De Gaulle

D. Churchill

E. Hitler

V. The United Nations Organization

A. Organization of the United States

B. United Nations in Action

U8
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STUDENT INDIVIDUALIZED PROGRAM

All students must follow the program outlined below.

Any student wishing to do something different (Le. con-

centrate on a particular topic) may do so in consultation

with the teacher. After each section is completed all

students are asked to check w i.t.h the teacher.

SECTION A

Program

1. Read the textbook, p , 210 - p. 218

2. Read The War - A Concise History 1939-1945 by Louis
I.. Snyder. Chapter 1.

3. Read The Coming of the War, 1939, Jackdaw No. 64

Questions

1. A.

B.

C.

2. A.

B.

C.

Name the countries on both sides, allies and
axis powers, chiefly involved in World War II.

List five general conditions that created the
right climate for war and explain how each
condition could indeed bring about war.

Describe the actual events leading to World War
II and explain how the policy of appeasement
followed by the allied countries might have
helped bring about such a large scale war.

Explain why Newfoundland was automatically at
war when Britain went to war in 1939.

Explain how Canada could wai t and declare war on
her own.

Would Newfoundland be able to declare war separ
ately from the rest of Canada if a World War
were to happen again? Explain.
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SECTION B

Program
Do ei ther 1, 2, or 3.

1. View the following filmstrips and listen to the
soundtrack.
(a) Classic Drama - Hero VS Villian
(b) Battle of the North Atlantic
(c) Hitler at Bay
(d) Surrender

2. View both filmstrips and read commentaries.
(a) The Second Norld Nar, Part I.
(b) The Second Norld Nar, Part II.

3. Read the following materials
(a) History of the Second Norld Nar by Liddell Hart,
Chapter 40.
(b) The New Book of Knowledge. Vol. 20. ~'lorld ~'lar

II.

1. Nhat is meant by Bli tzkreig? Explain how this type
of warfare enabled the Germans to dominate at the
beginning of World Nar I I.

2. A. Describe the events of Dunkirk and tell wh y it
was important to the eventual outcome of Norld
war II.

B. Explain why Churchill referred to the Battle of
Britain as their" finest hour".

3. Analyze the following events with regard to how they
led to allied victory.
(a) German miscalculation of British power after

Dunkirk.
(b) British spirit and German failure of the Battle

of Britain.
(c) The Battle of the North Atlantic.
(d) The German Invasion of Russia.
(e) The Japanese attack on Pearl Harbour.
(f) D-Day
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SECTION C

1. View both filmstrips listed below:
(a) Canada and the Second World War, part I
(b) Canada and the Second World War, part II.

2. Read the textbook p. 212 - p. 213
p. 223 - p. 224

3. Read one of the following:
(a) Canada at War - The Record of a fighting People

by Le s Li.e F. Hannon. Chapter 3.
(b) The Broadsheets from Dieppe - Jackdaw c. 8. and

Canada by J. Bartlet Brehner. Chapter 29.

1, (a) By 1941, the Canadian Government had a seven
point war effort. Name these seven points and assess
how valuable each one was to the war effort.
(b) Discuss the importance of the Battle of the
North Atlantic. Emphasize Canada's contribution in
this battle.

2. A. What is meant by Conscription?

B. Why was it believed to be needed in Canada?

C. Explain why King would not use conscription?

D. Why did Ralston leave the cabinet?

3. A. What feelings did the two main groups of
Canadians have about going to war in 1939?

B. By '."hat policies did Prime Minister King seek to
keep both groups satisfied?

4. What was the British Commonwealth Air Training plan?
How important do you think it was in bringing about
victory for the allies?

5. A. Outline the steps that the Canadian governmen t
took to prevent economic disorder.

B. Do you feel that evacuation of Japanese Canadians
from their homes was justified or was it a case
of racial prejudice? Support your answer.
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6. Do you feel that the state should have the right to
force people to fight during a world war? Defend
your answer.

7 . Give the purpose of (a) the Permanent Joint Board of
Defence; and (b) the Hyde Park Declaration.

8. How was the war financed in Canada?

9 . A. Where in Newfoundland did Canada and the United
States operate air bases?

B. What effect did it have on Newfoundland?

10 . What part of Canada saw the greatest growth of
industry during the war? Why?

SECTION D

Program
---OCONE of the following: 1, 2, 3 , 4, or 5 .

1. View ONE of the following filmstrips :
(a) Franklin D. Roosevelt
(b) Joseph Stalin
(c) Charles De Gaulle
(d) Winston Churchill
(e) Adolf Hi t.Le r

2. Read ONE of the following chapters from Portrai ts
of Power by S. E. Ayling.
(a) chapter 6
(b) chapter 7
(c) chapter 8
(d) chapte r 9
(e) chapter 16

3 . Read ONE of the following chapters from The History
Makers by Lord Longford and J. Wheeler Bennett.
(a) chapter 10
(b) chapter 13
(c) chapter 14
(d) chapter 19
(e) chapter 20

4 . Read Winston Churchill, Jackdaw No. 31
Read "Wlillam Lyon Mackensie King", Canadiana V. 5
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1. Write a short report on the life and importance of
these men:
(a) Roosevelt
(b) Stalin
(c) De Gaulle
(d) Churchill
(e) Hitler
(f) Mackensie King

SECTIION E

View ONE of the following filmstrips:
(a) Fascists Dictatorships, part II
(b) Hitler and the Germans, part II
(c) The Rise of Hi tIer (no soundtrack)

1. A. Contrast the type of government existing in
Germany during world war II, with the type of
government that we have in Canada today.

B. Why did people willingly accept this type of
government in Germany?

SECTION F

1. View the films trip Hiroshima and Nagasaki.

2. Read the textbook, p. 227

3. Read the New Book of Knowledge, Vol. 19, United
Nations.

1. I f you had lived during World War II and were g i v e n
the right to vote on whether or not to drop the
atomic bomb on Hiroshima or Nagasaki, how would you
have voted? Why?
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2. Discuss the following quotation "War has become
outdated because of the very weapons man has
developed" .

3. A. What nations formed the following:
(a) The United Nations; and (b) Nato?

B. Identify the chief role of each of the above
organi za tions .

C. Describe each part of the United Nations
Organization.

D. In the light of the present world conditions,
judge how success ful the United Nations has
been. Support your a nswe r .

Addi tional Materials

1. Dunkirk - Jackdaw

2. Britain at War - Jackdaw

3. Battle of Britain - Jackdaw

4. The War - A Concise History 1939 - 1945 by Louis L.
Snyder, photographic highlights

5. Canada by Edgar McInnis, chapter 20

6. A series of films on Canada
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LARGE GROUP INSTRUCTION

There were three days that the students met in class

in a large group.

Day 1. Introduction. Students should be shown a film

to introduce the topic and to motivate student interest .

The film Dusk , introduces the war and discusses Canadian

involvement . Also, briefly discuss leaders of the various

nations involved.

Day 6. Show the film, Days of Infamy. Discuss the

following topics:

(a) Hong Kong disaster
(b) Pearl Harbour
(c) Japanese Canadians
(d) The Conscription Issue
(e) The War economy - rationing

Day 15 . Summarize the material that should have been

covered by all students. Show the film World War II 1939 -

1941 (part I) and World War II 1939 - 1941 (Part II).

These films provide a good overall picture of the war and

provide a good summary.
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DISCUSSION GROUPS

There were three days that the students met in

discussion groups. There were approximately six students

in each group. In these discussion groups, students dis

cussed the topics and the questions for the particular

sections they covered. These discussion groups were under

the guidance of the teacher . Students were assigned to

the groups by the teacher according to the topics that they

studied .
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STUDENT PREFERENCE REPORT

(FORM A)

Directions: This is not a test. It is a report of your
preferences, therefore, there are no right
or wrong answers. As the ti tle of this book
let indicates, you will be listing the prefer
ences you have for the 35 items which follow.
Please answer every item. Read the statement
and the choices carefully and then blacken
the space on the answer sheet beneath the
letter of the choice which indicates your
preference.

Notice how one individual reacted to a question
which asked about his preference for two sea
sons of the year:

A. I prefer Winter to Summer. 0 I
B. I prefer Summer to Winter.

In this case he may have liked both seasons,
but the item was asking for the stronger
preference. Since this person has marked
Choice B, it means that he likes 3ummer better
than Winter.

On some of the items you will be tempted to
answer how you would like your preference to
be. Resist this temptation and answer how
you know your preference really is. Please
begin.

1. In which kind of arrangement do you feel you are able
to learn better?

A. One in which the larger sh a re of the responsibility
for my learning rests with the teacher.

B. One in which the larger share of the responsibility
for my learning rests with me.

2. Whenever I get a long-range assignment, I prefer that
the teacher:

A. Give a detailed description of how to complete the
assignment.

B. Give the essentials only and let me use my own meth
ods to complete the assignment.
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3. I work better if:

A. My teacher satis fies my curiosity.
B. I satisfy my own curiosity.

4. Correspondence courses deal with subjects like the ones
you take in school, but you do not have a teacher at
hand. You send your assignments through the mail. You
have to do the work by yourself. Some students really
like the system while others do not. When you have
completed the course work you get regular high school
credit.

A. I would rather not take any of my courses by the
correspondence method.

B. I would be eager to take some of my courses by the
correspondence method.

Directions for items 5 and 6. Read the paragraph below and
then indicate your preference for each item based on your
reaction to the paragraph. Continue to mark your answers
on the answer sheet.

Research is a way of doing and finding out
things scientifically. Sometimes a person doing
research has to work for a long time to find an
answer to a problem and there are times when he
never finds an answer. The researcher studies
and works under conditions that are often uncer
tain. When he does find an answer to a problem,
he usually feels a great deal of satisfaction.
As a rule, research takes a large amount of pati
ence and working along.

5. A. Research is for me.
B. Research is not for me.

6. A. In doing research, I like the idea of working on
my own.

B. In doing research, I do not like the idea of
being on my own.

7. I find myself able to get more done when:

A. I set up a study schedule for myself.
B. A schedule has been set up for me.

8. Which statement is more like your preference for doing
assigned work?
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A. I like the teacher to check on me to see that
I am doing the work, otherwise, I tend to take
it easy.

B. I do not like the teacher to check on me since
I work best when not supervised.

9. You have a project to do on your own. It can be of
any type. By which method would you like to pick the
topic for the project?

A. I would like to have a list of suggested topics
from which I pick mine.

B. I prefer to select a topic without the benefit of
any suggestions.

10. Which type of setting would you prefer to study in?

A. A room in which several students are studying
with me.

B. In a study carrel (a carrel is a nearly so undp roo f
booth in which only one person can study) .

11. Practice helps to improve the abilities we have. As
a rule, which situation is more to your liking?

A. I prefer to practice with supervision.
B. I prefer to practice without supervision.

12. The idea of learning:

A. In a place in which I am on my own is more to my
liking.

B. In a classroom along wi th my fellow students is
more to my liking.

13. Suppose you had available, for your own use,. tape record
ers, movie projectors, filmstrip projectors, textbooks,
reference books and other similar material.

A. With all of that I still would like to have someone
presen t to help me learn.

B. With all of that I would prefer to learn by myself.

14. \'lhen it comes to doing my own experiments, I prefer:

A. To see someone else do it first.
B. To do it first and then see someone else do it.
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15. When I need a place to study in school, I prefer:

A. A study room under the supervision of a teacher
whom I can ask for help when I need it.

B. A study room without the supervision of a teacher
because I seldom need help.

16. Whenever I get an overnight (short) assignment, I
prefer that the teacher:

A. State the requirements for the assignment and leave
the rest up to me.

B. State the step-by-step way to complete the assign
ment.

17. I would like it better, if in school:

A. I was always in the presence of the teacher while
I was learning.

B. I was always away from the teacher while I was
learning.

18. Suppose that collecting fossils is one of your favorite
hobbies. Which preference better describes you?

A. I would prefer to be part of a group which was
looking for fossils. ,

B. I would prefer to look for fossils by myself.

19. When it comes to doing homework, I prefer the teacher
to:

A. Check on me regularly to see if I am doing it.
B. Never check on me - I 'll do it without being checked

on.

20. h'hen I have to write a theme or paper, I prefer:

A. To think about ita while, decide on a topic, and
then work on it until it is finished.

B. To look at other themes for ideas, pattern mine
after them, and then work on it un til it is fin
ished.

21. The teacher has given you an interesting assignment
that you must do by yourself. The assignment can take
any form that you like. How would you like to begin?

A. With some suggested ideas.
B. h'i th no suggestions at all.
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Directions for items 22 and 23. Read the paragraph below
and then indicate your preference for each of the paired
items based on your reaction to the paragraph. Continue
to mark your answers on the answer sheet.

Suppose you had the chance to do some of your
course work in an unusual way. Let us call that way
the "contract system". In the contract system you
make an agreement with your teacher which states that
you will complete a certain amount of school work in
a certain amount of time. All the resources of the
school, as well as the teacher, will be available to
you but no one will be checking on you to see that
you are doing your work. At the end 0 f the contract
time you will turn in what you have done for the
teacher's evaluation.

22. A. I would like to do a lot of my course work by the
contract method.

B. I would like to do a little of my course work by
the contract method.

23. A. In the con tract system I like the idea of being
on my own.

B. In the contract system I do not like the idea of
being on my own.

24. Your teacher has given you a harmless powdery substance.
Your job is to learn what it is. Which proce<lure is
more to your liking in a case like this?

A. The teacher gives me directions and a list of four
different powders that it could be.

B. The teacher gives me directions but no information
at all.

Directions for items 25 through 31. In the following paired
items blacken the space on the answer sheet for letter A or
B according to the choice that suits your preference.

25. A. I would rather make my own analysis of subject in
formation than have the teacher do i -t for me.

B. I would rather have the teacher analyze information
for me since he has more experience in the subject.

26. A. I would rather work with my teacher, but sometimes
I like to work alone.

B. I would rather work alone, but sometimes I like to
work with my teacher.
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27. A.
B.

28. A.

B.

29. A.
B.

30. A.

B.

3l. A.

B.

I prefer to work for satis fying my personal needs.
I prefer to work for recognition and rewards.

I would rather work with my classmates, but some
times I like to work alone.
I would rather work alone, but sometimes I like to
work with my classmates.

As a rule, I prefer to do my homework on my own.
As a rule, I prefer to do my homework by working
with another student or two .

I would rather watch someone else do an experiment
first and then try it myself.
I would rather tryout an experiment first and then
watch someone else do it.

I prefer the teacher to be a resource person to
wh om I can go when I need information .
I prefer the teacher to be a person who gives out
information at all times.

32 . When I have a school project to complete , I prefer to
be:

A. Off by myself working on it.
B . In the classroom where I can get help when I need

it.

33. What is your preference for getting ready for current
events dis cussions?

A. I prefer to follow the students I discussion in
class and contribute my ideas when they fit in,

B. I prefer to listen to the news myself so that I
have some basis for my comments .

34 . Whenever a teacher or a writer makes the comment that
very little is known about a solution to a particular
problem you are studying , what is your general reaction?

A. Not every problem has an answer.
B. Even if the teacher and the author do not have an

answer, I have an idea .

35 . When you are given work to do that can best be done
after school hours , how do you prefer to handle the
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si tuation? The teacher is the type who does not
believe in "forcing" students to do their assignmen ts.

A. To do the work the best wa y I know how even if
the results are not too good.

B. To come to class the next day to see how some other
students are doing it and then do the work.
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STUDENT PREFERENCE REPORT

(FORM B)

Directions: This is not a test. It is a report of your
preferences, therefore, there are no right or
wrong answers. As the title of this booklet
indicates, you will be listing the preferences
you have for the 35 items wh i.ch follow. Please
answer every item. Read the statement and the
choices carefully and then blacken the space on
the answer sheet beneath the l etter of the
choice which indicates your preference.

Notice how one individual reacted to a question
which asked about his preference for two sea
sons of the year:

A. I prefer Winter to Summer. 0 I
B. I prefer Summer to Winter.

In this case he may have liked both seasons,
but the item was asking for the stronger pre
ference. Since this person has marked Choice
B, it means that he likes Summer better than
Winter.

On some of the items you will be tempted to
answer how you would like your preference to
be. Resist this temptation and answer how
you know your preference really is. Please
begin.

1. The teacher has given you an interesting assignment that
you must do by yourself. The assignment can take any
form that you like. How would you like to begin?

A. With no suggestions at all.
B. With some suggested ideas.

2. Which type of setting would you prefer to study in?

A. A room in which several students are studying with
me.

B. In a study carrel (a carrel is a nearly soundproof
booth in which only one person can study).
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3. I find myself able to get more done when:

A. I set up a study schedule for mysel f.
B. A schedule has been set up for me.

4. When I need a place to study in school, I prefer:

A. A study room under the supervision of a teacher
whom I can ask for help when I need it.

B. A study room without the supervision of a teacher
because I seldom need help.

5. Your teacher has given you a harmless powdery substance.
Your job is to learn what it is. l\fhich procedure is
more to your liking in a case like this?

A. The teacher gives me directions and a list of four
different powders that it could be.

B. The teacher gives me directions but no information
at all.

6. When you are given work to do that can best be done
after school hours, how do you pre fer to handle the
si tuation? The teacher is the type who does not believe
in "forcing" students to do their assignments.

A. To do the work the best way I know how even if the
results are not too good.

B. To come to class the next day to see how some other
students are doing it and then do the work.

7. When it comes to doing my own experiments, I prefer:

A. To see someone else do it first.
B. To do it first and then see someone else do it.

8. When it comes to doing homework, I prefer the teacher to:

A. Check on me regularly to see if I am doing it.
B. Never check on me - I'll do it without being checked

on.

Directions for items 9 and 10. Read the paragraph below and
then indicate your preference for each of the paired items
based on your reaction to the paragraph. Continue to mark
your answers on the answer sheet.
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Suppose you had the chance to do some of your
course work in an unusual way. Let us call that way
the "contract system". In the contract system you
make an agreement with your teacher which states that
you will complete a certain amount of school work in
a certain amount of time. All the resources of the
school, as well as the teacher, will be available to
you but no one will be checking on y o u to see that
you are doing your work. At the end of the contract
time you will turn in what you have done for the
teacher's evaluation.

9. A. In the contract system I do not like the idea of
being on my own.

B. In the contract system I like the idea of being on
my own.

10. A. I would like to do a lot of my course work by the
contract method.

B. I would like to do a li ttle of my course work by the
contract method.

11. Whenever a teacher or writer makes the comment that very
Li, ttle is known about a solution to a particular problem
you are studying, what is your general reaction?

A. Even if the teacher and the author do not have
answer, I have an idea.

B. Not every problem has an answer.

12. What is your preference for getting ready for current
events discussions?

A. I prefer to follow the students I discussion in
class and con tribute my ideas when they fit in.

B. I prefer to listen to the news myself so that I have
some basis for my comments.

13. Which statement is more like your preference for doing
assigned work?

A. I like the teacher to check on me to see that I am
doing the work, otherwise, I tend to take it easy.

B. I do not like the teacher to check on me since I
work best when not supervised.

14. When I have to write a theme or paper, I prefer:

A. To think about ita while, decide on a topic, and
then work on it until it is finished.

B. To look at other themes for ideas, pattern mine after
them, and then work on it until it is finished.
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15. In which kind of arrangement do you feel you are able
to learn better?

A. One in which the larger share of the responsibili ty
for my learning rests with me.

B. One in which the larger share of the responsibility
for my learning rests with the teacher.

16. Correspondence courses deal with subjects like the ones
you take in school, but you do not have a teacher at
hand. You send your assignments through the mail. You
have to do the work by yourself. Some students really
like the system while others do not. ~'1hen you have
completed the course work you get regular school credit.

A. I would rather not take any of my courses by the
correspondence method.

B. I would be eager to take some of my courses by the
correspondence method.

Directions for items 17 and 18. Read the paragraph below
and then indicate your preference for each item based on
your reaction to the paragraph. Continue to mark your ans
wers on the answer sheet.

Research is a way of doing and finding out
things scientifically. Sometimes a person doing
research has to work for a long time to find an
answer to a problem and there are times when he
never finds an answer. The researcher studies and
works under conditions that are often uncertain.
~'1hen he does find an answer to a problem, he
usually feels a great deal of satisfaction. As a
rule, research takes a large amount of patience
and working alone.

17. A. In doing research, I like the idea of working on
my own.

B. In doing research, I do not like the idea of being
on my own.

18. A. Research is not for me.
B. Research is for me.

19. When I have a school project to complete, I prefer to
be:

A. 0 f f by myse lf working on it.
B. In the classroom where I can get help when I need

it.
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20. Practice helps to improve the abilities we have. As
a rule, which situation is more to your liking?

A. I prefer to practice with supervision.
B. I prefer to practice without supervision.

21. You have a project to do on your own. It can be of
any type. By which method would you like to pick the
topic for the project?

A. I would like to have a list of suggested topics
from which I pick mine.

B. I prefer to select a topic without the benefit of
any suggestions.

22. Suppose that collecting fossils is one of your favorite
hobbies. Which preference better describes you?

A. I would prefer to look for fossils by myself.
B. I would prefer to be part of a group which was

looking for fossils.

23. Suppose you had available, for your own ' use, tape record
ers, movie projectors, filmstrip projectors, textbooks,
reference books and other similar material. .

A. with all of that I still would like to have someone
present to help me learn.

B. With all of that I would prefer to learn myself.

24. I would like it better, if in school:

A. I was always in the presence of the teacher while I
was learning.

B. I was always away from the teacher while I was
learning.

25. Whenever I get a long-range assignment, I prefer that
the teacher:

A. Give a detailed description of how to complete the
assignment.

B. Give the essentials only and l et me use my own
methods to complete the assignment.

26. Whenever I get an overnight (short) assignment, I prefer
th a t the teache r :

A. State the requirements for the assignment and leave
the rest up to me.

B. State the step-by-step wa y to complete the assign
ment.
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27. I work better if:

A. I satisfy my own curiosity.
B. 11y teacher satisfies my curiosity.

28. The idea of learning:

A. In a place in which I am on my own is more to my
liking.

B. In a classroom along with my fellow students is more
to my liking.

I prefer to work for satisfying my personal needs.
I pre fer to work for recognition and rewards.

I would rather make my own analysis of subject infor
mation than have the teacher do it for me.
I would rather have the teacher analyze information
for me since he has more experience in the subject.

I prefer the teacher to be a resource persons to
whom I can go when I need in forma tion.
I prefer the teacher to be a person who gives out
informa tion at all times.

As a rule, I pre fe r to do my homework on my own.
As a rule, I prefer to do my homework by working
with another student or two.

I would rather work with my classmates, but some
times I like to work alone.
I would rather work alone, but sometimes I like to
work with my classmates.

I would rather work with my teacher, but sometimes
I like to work alone.
I would rather work alone, but sometimes I like to
work with my teacher.

29. A.

B.

30. A.

B.

3l. A.
B.

32. A.

B.

33. A.

B.

34. A.

B.

35. A.
B.

Directions for i terns 29 through 35. In the following paired
items blacken the space on the answer sheet for letter A or
B according to the choice that sui ts your pre ference.

I would rather watch someone else do an exp~riment
first and then try it myself.
I would rather tryout an experiment first and then
watch someone else do it.
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APPENDIX D: COPYRIGHT CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE DUBELLE

STUDENT PREFERENCE REPORT



P.O. Box 135
Shearstown, Newfoundl and
Canada, AOA 3VO
June 23, 1978

Dean of the Graduate School
The Pennsyl vani a State Univers ity
Univers ity Park
Pennsylvania 16802, U.S.A.

Dear Sir:

I am presently engaged in writing a thesis for the Masters of
Education degree at Memorial University of Newfoundland. The
study that I propose to do concerns "Independent Study" and I pl an
to use the Student Preference Report developed by Stanley Thomas
Dubelle, Jr. for his doctoral dissertation done at your university
in 1970, "Student Preference Report: An Instrument for Measuring
Student Preferences for Independent Learning".

All rights are reserved to this instrument. If you can pro-
vide the necessary permission for its use, please do so at your
earliest convenience. If it is necessary for me to get permission
directly from Dr. Dubelle, please provide me with his address.

A prompt reply to this request would be greatly appreciated.
Thank you.

Respectfully yours

Bruce Sheppard



THE PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY
THE SES A ND PUBLICATIONS
320 GR ADUA TE BUILDING

UNIVERSITY PA RK, PENNSYLVANIA 1680 2

July 5, 1978

Ar ea Code 814
865-5448

Bruce Sheppard
P.O. Box 135
Shears t own , Newfoundland
Canada, AOA 3VO

Dear Mr. Sheppard:

I have forwarded your request for permission to use
Stanley Dubelle, Jr.' s doctoral dissertation instrument
to him', since I assume that he holds all rights to that
work. The Pennsylvania State University has no exclusive
rights to the publication or reproduction of the dissertation
in any form . University Mi cr o f i l ms International, Ann Arbor,
Mi chigan, does h ave exclus ive right s to reproduction from
and in microform ~.

Assuming then that Dr . Dubelle i s owner of "All Rights Reserved"
in his t hesis, he should b e the only party necessary to g i v e
you the requested permission .

I forwarded your letter to Dr. Dubelle at:

2 Nassau Drive
Flying Hills
Reading, PA 19607

I hope this wi l l aid you in co mpleting your thesis.

Sincerely,

ti!~
Theses - and Public at i ons Assistan t



EDUCATION CENTER

W. T. SHANNON. Ed.D . • sup eri ntendent ofschoo ls

5TANLEY T. DU8ELLE, JR.• Ph.D • • Assistantsuperintenden t

Mr. Bruce Sheppard
P. O. Box 135
Sh e a r s t own , Newfoundland
Canada. ADA 3VD

Dear Mr. Sheppard:

10 South Waverly St reet
Box C750

Shillingt on , Pa . 19607

Te l e phone 215 77 5-1461

July 10. 1978

I received a letter from Mr. Rag e r , Theses and
Publications Assistant at Penn State. requesting my
permission for y ou to use the Student Preference
Report. You have my permission to do so. May
I wish you success in completing y ou r master's
thesis.

In the event you develop any conclusions that you
feel would be of interest to me. I would appreciate
receiving them.

Sincerely.

STD:VB
~~a·

Assistant Superintendent
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